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THF USE OF CUING IN TRAINING TASKS:

PHASE II

ABSTFLACT
The report falls into three sections, a review of the literature
on training for auditory tasks, an account of three experiments
comparing ouing and knowledge of results as training techniques for
a detection task, and the comparison of cuing and knowledge of
results in an intensity discrimination task.
The review of the literature indicates some disagreement on the
kind and amount of improvement in simple auditory tasks.
Some
improvement is undoubtedly due to familiarisation with the mechanics
of listening and responding.
Some may be due to changes in response
criterion and some may be due to a genuine sensitisation to the
auditory signals.
The variety of techniques and performance measures
does not facilitate straight-forward generalisation, although it is
reasonably clear that some kindsof training can be effective.
Investigating a previous finding that cuing and knowledge of
reoults affect response criterion differently, the subjects in a
detection task were required to respond with three degrees of
It was found that subjective confidence is not affected
confidence.
by training, but knowledge of results still
produced more "risky"
behaviour than cuing as defined by the distribution of detections
and false positive responses.
Investigating the hypothesis that this difference was due
to the necessarily higher rate of responding in knowledge of results
an experimentally controlled rate of responding reduced the difference
but did not eliminate it.
A "cuing" procedure with no signal
presented atall led to performance similar to that under "genuine"
cuing, suggesting that in this task signal distribution is primarily
what is learned and not, as had been hypothesized, the nature of the
signal.
Post-training vigilance performance appeared not to differ
for the two techniques.
In fact neither group showed significant
changes in detection or false positives over a half hour vigilance
OOSSirY±.

In the third section cuing, knowledge of results and reduced
noise were compared in training intensity discrimination.
In this
case knowledge of results was effective, the other techniques not
leading to improvement over five one-hour sessions.
As in the
detection task, however, cuing and knowledge of results were
distinguished by increasing cautinn and increasing confidence
respectively following training.

Reproduction of this publication in whole or
irn pai1: is permitted for any purpose of the
United States Government.
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FOREWORD
Purpose
One of the critical needs of the Navy is to determine the
"tr;ainable factors" in sonar and to learn how to optimally conduct
such training.
This study is the second phase of such an on-going program
of oxperimentation. It is concerned primarily with the techniques
of cuing and knowledge of results (KR) on a range of auditory
detection and discrimination tasks.
In the first phase of this program (Annett and Clarkson, 1964),
cuing was found to be more effective than KR in an auditory signal
detection task. However, in view of the past history of learning
theory it seems so unlikely that knowledge of results should turn
out to be an inefficient training technique that its use was continued
in the present phase of the study to be certain of the results.
Specifically, then, the main purposes of this phase were:
1. To investigate the surprising finding that cuing was found to
be more effective than knowledge of results.
Z. To clarify the finding that cuing and knowledge of results
have different effects in auditory vigilance tasks, namely, that KR
results in risky behavior (as shown by a large number of false
detections), while cuing results in a more cautious approach (reduces
false positive score).
Results
Among the results discussed in detail in the report are the
following:
1. A critical review of the literature revealed extensive
disagreement about the nature of auditory learning and about the
optimal method of training.
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Z. The superiority of cuing over knowledge of results found
in the previous phase for auditory detection was not confirmed in
the present study, KR resulting in a greater, though insignificant,
increase in detections.
3. The previous finding that cuing and KR result in different
response effects was repeated. That is, KR led to a more lax
response criterion, resulting in an increase in false positives,
whereas cuing resulted in more cautious behavior, shown by a
decrease in errors (false positives).
Implications
The results of this study are not yet applicable to sonar training.
It is still necessary to extend this line of research to more complex
signals, up to and including real sonar sounds. Also, longer periods
than a half-hour are indicated for studying vigilance. However,
this program has formed a baseline for the next phase of research
using more complex discriminations.
The relative effectiveness of cuing versus KR as training
methods may be a function of the specific task being learned. KR
appears more advantageous when the task requires the detection
of larger percentages of signals, regardless of the number of false
responses. On the other hand, cuing gives better results when cautious
behavior, that is, fewer false detections are desired.
There is also evidence that method of training interacts with
stage of training. The determination of the optimal combination
of training methods for type of task and stage of training requires
further research. The next phase will investigate the effect of
increased complexity on these interactions.

Gene S. Micheli, Ph.D.
Life and Behavioral Sciences
Department
"
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1.

LITERATURE REVIEW

1. 1 Introduction.
In monitoring tasks such as sonar, man' s role in the detection and
classification of signals remains crucial. Despite highly developed
hardware, certain perceptual functions are still performed better by
man, especially when the input is complex or masked by noise. The
sonarmano s detection and classification skills are developed partly by
training but also require two or three years of shipboard experience.
Yet little is known about the learning process that takes place during
either controlled training or experience on the task. The present project
investigated mechanisms by which two training methods operate, as well
as comparing their effectiveness. The methods used were cuing, which
consisted of a prompt before each auditory signal to identify it or to
warn the subject it was coming, and knowledge of results (KR) which was
information on the correctness of a response given after the response
had been made. Knowledge of results hao theoretical support but cuing
"orguidance techniques do not feature in theoretical formulations of
learning. Since cuing techniques are ,-idely used they clearly need closer
investigation.

4

It may be questioned whether improvements in perceptual judgments
are really affected by practice and training. The sonar man appears to
improvZ his perceptual skills by practice but we know little of the
learning process involved. Before discussing training methods we must
examine the evidence for saying that perceptual judgments, especially
auditory, are susceptible to training.
1. 2 Practice or Training Effects on Perceptual Judgments.
1.2.1.

Absolute intensity thre.-holds.

Some doubt has recently been thrown on the effectiveness of practice
in lowering the absolute intensity threshold. Swets and Sewall (1963)
reached the "general conclusion" that the effect of practice is limited to
the first session and that it is no more than 0 - 2 db for other than low
frequencies. This conclusion, however, is limited to experiments in
whichi feedback and signal specification were given. Signal specification
is a means of ensuring that the subject knows the- nature of the signal for
which he is listening. Swets and Sewall specified the signal by giving 5

ii~1
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trials with the masking noise attenuated 10 db before each block of 100
"trials. More complete specification has been used by Gundy (1961) who
first presented the signal three times with its intensity raised 10 db
above test level and then presented it at test level until the subject
reported twice consecutively that he had heard it. Like Swets and Sewall,
Gundy found that there was little practice effect when the signal was
specified. Gundy specified the signal for one group but not for the other
and then gave half of each group KR and the other hald practice. The
non-specification group began at a lower level than the specification
group and sho'wed a gradual improvement while the specification group
showed only a very slight improvement. The signal was then specified
for all subjects 3nd subsequently they all performed at a similar level.
Some of the improvement found by other experimenters may, therefore,
be due to subjects not knowing clearly what the signal wzs that they had
to detect.
Other experiments quoted by Swets and Sewall do not entirely bear
out the conclusion that there is only a small practice effect which is
limited to the first session. Lukasze- ¢ski and Elliott (1961) using a
1000 c.p. s. tone compared the practice effect with and without KR.
The mean threshold for the KR group was 3.4 db lower than the no-KR
group. Most of this improvement occurred during the first session.
For the group as a whole there was a 2 db improvement which extended
over seven 35-minute sessions although most of it did occur in the
first few minutes. Also with a 1000 c.p.s. tone Zwislocki et aL(1958)
found a 2 db effect over four half-hour sessions.
The biggest improvements have been with low frequency signals.
With a 100 c.p. s. tone, Zwislocki et al, (1958) found improvements of
from 5 to IC db with feedback or feedback plus bonus and 5 db without
feedback or bonus. With feedback and bonus, a group given a forcedchoice method combined with a tracking method, which involved changing
the signal intensity to follow the subject's measured threshold, showed
an improvement of 10 db. With the forced-choice procedure and feedback
and bonus a 5 db effect was observed over eight blocks of 100 trials.
The tracking procedure with feedback and bonus produced a 9 db effect
over three half-hour sessions. The improvement is marked for all
conditions and is greater with feedback than without. The length of
time over which improvement continued varied considerably. For most
conditions it continued over several sessions, but of the 10 db improvement
for the combined forced-choice and tracking procedure 6 db was gained
SZ2
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in the first fifty trials. It may be that this method required a good deal
of adjustment from the subject and that this large, rapid improvement was
due to the adjustment taking place quickly.
These large improvements for low frequencies contrast with the
rather small effects found for high frequencies. Zwislocki et al.(1955 and
1958) found a 6 db lowering of the threshold for a 125 c.p. s. signal but
this was progressively reduced for tones up to 1000 c.p. s. Loeb and
Dickson (1961) obtainet results that are not in complete agreement with
this, for although they did find that the effect at 1000 c. p. s. was smaller
and less significant than the large effect at 1Z5 c.p. s. they also found
that at 500 c.p. s. the effect was insignificant. It was suggested that
the large practice effect at low frequencies was due to the subjects learning
to discriminate between the signal and a low frequency physiological noise.
As predicted, no practice effect was found at any frequency when measured
against a background of random noise. Efforts to induce a practice effect
for a high-frequency tone by introducing a high-frequency background noise
were unsuccessful. Moreover practice effects against a background of noise
have been found. Annett and Clarkson (1964) found an increase in detection
for both KR and cuing groups, and Gundy (1961) found an increase of 4 - 5
db with feedback but no signal specification and 1. 5 db with feedback and
specification. Both used a background of white noise. The relationship
between noise background and the practice effect at different frequencies
is not at all clear. So we cannot say why there are different degrees of
improvement at different frequencies but there is an important distinction
between the large improvements in thresholds with low frequencies and
the rather small improvements at high frequencies.
Not all experiments on intensity thresholds show an improvement,
however. Swets and Sewall (1963), as mentioned, found only a fairly
small effect. There are several possible reasons for this failare to find
an improvement. The effect of signal specification has already been
discussed and it was suggested that some of the improvement which other
experimenters have found may be due to the subject not knowing the signal
characteristics clearly at the beginning. Since it is not always easy to
specify the signal it is important to know that training with KR produces
an improvement when the signal is unspecified.
Another possible reason for the lack of improvement found by Swets
and Sewall is that in the first part of the experiment in which they used
a two - alternative forced-choice procedure, they used four different
signal energies in different blocks of trials. Campbell (1964), who also
3
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found no systematic effect of practice with feedback, varied the loudness
of the signal to keep average detection level at a predetermined value.
It may be that when the amplitude of the signal is varied the subject has
difficulty in establishing an appropriate criterion for reporting the presence
of a signal. Some support for this suggestion is given by an experiment
by Wiener (1964) who found in a visual task that training with greater or
smaller signal amplitude produced change in performance during training
but this did not transfer to a session with a middle value for amplitude.
It would seem, therefore, that to increase subjects1 ability to detect a
particular signal of a particular amplitude, training should use that
specific signal. This presents a difficulty if the problem is to train for
detection of a variable signal.
In the second part of Swets and Sewall's experiment subjects had to
give a t"Yes/No" response on each trial and rate how confident they were

about their response, after three days practice with this method. Again
little improvement was found. It may be that some of the practice effect
found by others was due to habituation to the experimental situation,
whereas in the Swets and Sewall experiment this habituation has already
taken place. Since in some cases the practice effect continued over
several sessions it seems unlikely that this was the only improvement
that took place.
1. Z.2.

Frequency.

Having discussed the research literature on intensity thresholds,
we must now consider what evidence there is for improvement in
thresholds for frequency. Unfortunately there is a lack of experiments
on improvement of duration discriminations.
1. 2. 2. 1. Frequency: absolute thresholds. Gibson (1953b) refers
to experiments on the upper and lower limens for pitch. Guilford (1936)
while measuring the lower limen by the method of minimal changes
obtained data for which the difference between the first 10 and last 10
series was "almost significant enough to suggest a lowering of the limen
as if by a practice effect during the course of the experiment". Humes
(1930) found practice lowered the upper tonal limen and suggested that
subjects become more discriminating in calling a sound "tone", as
opposed to noise, after practice.

l

1. Z. 2. 2. Frequency: differential thresholds. On frequency discrimination,
a recent experiment by Campbell and Small (1963) found an improvement
4
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over six one-hour sessions. For a KR and no-KR group combined there
was a decrease from 7.3 c. p. s. to 4. Z c. p. s. in the median difference
limen (DL). Also the constant error became le3s variable. Gibson's
(1953b) review of perceptual learning mentions twelve studies on
frequency discrimination of which ten show an improvement. Wyatt (1945)
trained subjects for twelve 50-minute periods. They began by listening
to a 500 c. p. s. tone and attempting to sing it. A stroboscopic technique
gave the subject feedback. The subject then practiced on tones above
and below the standard. Training was :3lso given on direct frequency
discrimination using a "progressive" technique with feedback. The
progressive technique consisted of giving progressively more difficult
discriminations. Wyatt thought that auditory imagery and motor
participation were the most useful training aids but Gibson points out
that these methods involved a great deal of feedback.
Other successful methods also used feedback. Seashore (1939) gave
five to six hours progressive training with feedback with resulting
lowered DL' s and an increase of 38 points in centile rank on the Seashore
test. Capurso (1934) found a gain of Z4 centile points on this test
following training with feedback and a technique of associating "mood"
words with particular musical intervals. Gibson notes that the
unsuccessful studies she mentions did not involve feedback.
Gibson asks whether training like that given by Wyatt results in
reduced differential thresholds. Finer discrimination may be the
result of learning specific names or categories for certain bands or
ranges of stimuli. She suggests that perhaps differential reinforcement
with pitch names reduces generalisation to the physiological limit.
1. Z. 3.

Complex stimuli.

The previous discussion is concerned with improved judgments
for simple stimuli but work has also been done on perceptual learning
with regard to complex stimuli. Swets et al.(SwetE, 196Z; Swets, Harris,
McElroy and Rudloe, 1964) used five - dimensional signals in experiments
comparing various training methods. The amount of learning cannot
be judged as pre-test levels are not given, but differences between
groups on the post-test show that the treatments have had differential
effects on performance. Sidley, Windgrad and Bedarf (1965) compared
the effects of two kinds of KR on learning to identify complex sounds.
With KR in which the signal remained audible during response and feedback,
they found about 45%o improvement in detections over ten hours, with no
5
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sign of an asymptote being reached. With KR without signal-response
overlap the improvement was about 2076.
Miller (1956) has compared the informantion transmitted in unidimensional and multi-dimensional judgmei-ts. For auditory, visual
and tactile stimuli the mean was 2 - 6 bits for uni-dimensional
discrimination and the average was rather .:gher for multi-dimensional.
In a six - dimensional auditory experiment by Pollack and Ficks (1954)
it was found that 7. 2 bits were transmitted.
Gibson (1953a) reports some experiments on speech perception.
Black (1946) found that when listeners were trained for hearing over
an interphone system, greatest gains were produced by practice with
the actual words used in test conditions; but Licklider and Pollack
(1948) and Egan (1948) found an improvement in understanding masked
or distorted speech over and above increased familiarity with the words.
Gibson (1953b) also mentions data on intelligibility of spoken messages
under conditions of constant noise level. When values for given words
were corrected for word form, the correlation between frequency of
correct transcription of sentences and average frequency of the rarest
word was . 77. Other training which gave some improvement was
hearing the words with visual confirmation, and the same plus familiarity
with the voice speaking. Important factors in speech perception in
these experiments were learning the actual words used, average frequency
of the words, visual confirmation and familiarity with the voice.
1.2.4.

Summary

Although training methods used vary considerably and so does the
amount of improvement and tne number of sessions over which it extends
it seems clear that improvements in auditory detection and discrimination
have been found for intensity and frequency, and for complex stimuli.
Although Swets' conclusion that improvement of intensity judgments is
restricted to one session does not apply to all the experiments mentioned
it seems quite likely that some of the improvement found is due to
increased familiarity with the test situation. For example, Zwislocki
et al. (1958) found a 6 db effect in the first 50 trials, and it seems possible
that such rapid improvement could be due simply to increased familiarity
with the task. Swets found only a small practice effect after a previous
three days' practice with the rating method used, which would have made
the subjects familiar with the task.
6
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No experiment seems to have specifically attempted to measure the
amount of improvement in auditory judgments which is due simply to
increasing familiarity with the task, but there is one interesting, relevant
experiment. Coover and Angell (1907) tested subjects for discrimination
of shades of grey, then gave seventeen days of training on auditory
discrimination learning and finally retested them on discrimination of
the greys. They found that reaction times to the greys showed a transfer
from the auditory discrimination. Although it is impossible to say how
much of the improvement in the experiments mentioned is due to
habituation to the experimental situation, when improvement continued
for as much as seven 35-minute sessions (Lukaszewski and Elliott, 1961)
or ten hours (Sidley, Windgrad and Bedarf, 1965) it seems as if it cannct
all be attributed to increased familiarity with the task.
The Swets and Sewall (1963) and Gundy (1961) experiments using
signal specification suggest that some improvement may be due to subjects
not knowing clearly at the beginning of a session what the signal is that
they have to detect. Since it may not always be easy to specify the signal
exactly it is useful to know that performance improves in such a situation.
None of the experiments on complex stimuli necessarily show any
increase in sensitivity to the stimuli but there are various ways in which
training can improve performance by enabling subjects to learn about
the task.
Having summarised evidence to show that improvements do take
place in auditory judgments we must now look at the amount of improvement
obtained with different kinds of training and how this improvement occurs.
In particular, we must try to decide whether sensitivity to the signal
is increased or whether the improvement is of some other kind.
1. 3.

Varieties of Training.

The previous section concluded that improvements in perceptual
judgments may be obtained through practice or training. The next
problem to be discussed therefore relates to differences in the amount
and kind of change in performance following different training methods.
The main training methods discussed are knowledge of results (the
most-used) and cuing or prompting. Pretraining of various kinds,
programmed instruction, and incentives have also been used.
7
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1.3.1.

Knowledge of results.

Knowledge of results has been defined as "knowledge which an
individual or group receives relating to the outcome of a response or
group of responses"
(Annett, 1961). Annett discussed various
techniques of KR which, although they all come within the definition of
KR, differ widely in other ways. KR may, for example, be simply
evaluative (e.g. saying IGood') or an "end score", or some form of
error feedback which might give the kind or amount of error. The
response measures used vary as widely as the techniques of KR. The
variety of forms of KR and response measures increases the difficulty
of coming to general conclusions about KR and it is difficult to make
a direct comparison of the results from different experiments.
Generally speaking, however, KR pro:iuces an improvement in
performance. Some exceptions to this generalisation have already been
discussed (Swets and Sewall, 1963; Campbell, 1964). The results of
the relevant experiments are not all directly comparable since some
experimenters have given results as threshold changes, others as latency,
others as d', and others as percent detections, sometimes with percent
false positives. Signal detectability theory (e.g. Swets, Tanner and
Birdsall, 1961) has given increased importance to false positive rates.
(Signal detection is treated as including a decision process by which the
subject decides whether each subjective observation is to be judged a
signal or no-signal.) The criterion for a "Yes" response may be lowered
to increase detections but at the cost of an increase in false positives
(FPt s). But the rise in FP' s for a particular rise in detections is less
than if the subject were merely guessing. For those interested in
monitoring tasks such as sonar the most appropriate measures are
detection and false positive rates. Related to this is the question of
whether any improvement following training is the result of a lowered
response criterion or increased sensitivity. Before dealing with the
results expressed as detections and FPt s we will summarise the results
of othr types of experiments.
The threshold and latency
KR does improve performance
giving detection and FP rates
they give into the mechanisms
a.

"Thresholds".

experiments really only demonstrate that
on perceptual tasks. The experiments
re more interesting because of the insight
by which KR operates.

These experiments have already been mentioned
8
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in the discussion of intensity and frequency thresholds. Lukaszewski
and Elliott (1961), Zwisl'.cki, et al. (1958), Guilford (1936) and
Campbell and Small (1963) have all found improvements, in some cases
extending over several sessions. These experiments all dealt with
intensity or pitch, however, but at least the important sound dimensions
are trainable with KR. The reasons for Swets and Sewall's (1963) and
Campbell's (1964) finding of little or no improvement have already been
discussed.
b. Latency. This measure has been used by experimenters interested
in response changes during a watch. Usually a decrement in latency occurs
over time but KR of various kinds prevents or lessens the decrement during
the sessions on which KR is given. Loeb and Schmidt (1963) gave both
true and false KR on the latency of responses and found false KR lessened
the decrement while KR eliminated it. Adams and Humes (1963) also found
a lessened latency decrement with KR and this transferred to sessions
with no KR. Since other groups were aware of the ternporal distribution
of the signals (detections were never below 98%6) and neutral stimulation
was ineffective, Adams and Humes interpret KR as "a habit operation
Their experiment rules out arousal or improved
for monitoring behavior."
temporal expectancies as the method by which response latency was kept
from increasing. The change in performance seems to be some kind of
change in response criterion.
c. Detections and false positives. Although the above experiments
illustrate that performance usually improves with KR, the most relevant
results for our present project are those expressed in terms of detections
and false positives since these are crucial to the problem of detection.
If we accept the general finding of an improvement following KR then the
next stage is to investigate the mechanismrs by which KR operates. KR
could affect sensitivity and response criterion independently. The
experiments in Section Z of this report investigate the hypothesis that
KR lowers the response criterion. This hypothesis was based on the results
of a previous experiment. It is convenient at this point to make a distinction
between three kinds of KR:(1) full KR in - hich KR is given on all responses and also, if
the situation is free-responding not fixed-response-interval, on missed
signals.
(Z) KR on response only, when the respond method is free-responding
and signals may be missed. This is referred to here as partial KR.
9
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(3) missed-signal KR in which information is given only about
signals which are undetected. (This is not included in the original definition
of KR but has been called KR by its users.)
In (2), partial KR, an increase in response-rate gives the subject
more information about signal occurrence while in (I) and (3) it does not.
In (1)if the response-method is fixed-interval the response rate cannot
be raised and anyway full KR is already given; while with a free-response
method full KR including missed signals is given regardless of response
rate. In (3) the response rate can be changed but this does not alter the
information given the subject since no feedback is given on responses
made.
Using partial KR, Annett and Clarkson (1964) found an improvement
in percent detections but also an increase in percent error. The hypothesis
was made that this kind of KR encouraged subjects to respond more
frequently to get information and that this higher rate of response carrie
over into the post-test. One of the present experiments (Section 2) tests
this by using fixed-response intervals so that the subject canmot increase
his response rate and is already given full information. With this method
there was less of an increase in detections and FPs than in the free-responding
situation, as expected, but there was still some tendency for subjects to
increase their total "yes" responses thus increasing detections at the cost
of a slight increase in percent error. So it seems that KR may have a
slight tendency to lower the response criterion apart from any necessity
to do so to get information on signal occurrence.
This suggestion is supported by the esults of the intensity
discrimination experiment in the present report (Section 3). Here subjects
had to classify comparison stimuli as "mtore," I"less" or "same" compared
with a standard. The: group which had received KR increased the
proportion of responses in the "more" and "less" categories while the
cuing group increased responses in the "same" category. This wa:
interpreted as an increased willingness to make an extreme judgment
rather than to place unsure responses in the middle "same" category. It
is as if subjects become more willing to test out their unsure judgments
while receiving KR, and this lowered criterion for "yes" or extreme
category responses carries over to the post-test. Thus partial KR has
the effect of lowering the subject' s response criterion so that he obtains
more information, but even if full information is given the response
criterion may be lowered, though perhaps to a lesser extent.
10
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Relevant to the hypothesis of a lowered response criterion following
partial KR is an experiment by Wiener (1963) who compa-ed full KR,
partial KR and a control condition. The two Y.1 groups were about equal
on detections but the full KR group had fewer FPs than the controls
whereas the partial KR group had more. So full KR does not necessarily
increase the FP rate even when detections increase, thus indicating
that not all of the improvement following KR can be attributed to a
change of c...2.erion. The partial KR group, however, has a higher FP
rate than the controls, as expected. In this instance partial KR
lowered the response criterion as Annett and Clarkson (1964) found, but
full KR did not lower the criterion.
It remains to see how missed-signal KR affects performance. When
only missed-signal information is given the subject will not receive any
more information if he increases his response rate, but the KR he is
receiving tells him that ii he wishes to detect all the signals he must
increase his response rate. This is in fact what subjects do, although
they are not told whether their increased numbers of responses are
correct or not. Mackworth (1964) found that both true and false KR on
missed signals gave more FPO s and more detections than a control
condition. Kinchla and Atkinson (1964a) found similarly that false KR
on missed signals increased the probability of both a hit and a miss.
So as well as lowering the response criterion to obtain more infoxmation,
a subject may lower his criterion if lie is told that he is missing some
signals. This could have been why there was an increase in FPs and
detections in the full KR, fixed-response-interval experiment reported
in Section 2 and mentioned above. A wrong "No" response indicates to
the subject that he has missed a signal. So far it looks as if KR does
produce an increase in detections but at the cost of an increase in FPs
which indicates that the response criterion has been lowered. The
amount that the criterion is lowered and the way in which this change
is brought about varies with the way in which KR is given.
To summarise these results,
a. Partial KR in a free-responding situation lowers the criterion
(Annett and Clarkson, 1964; Wiener, 1963; Kinchla and Atkinson, 1964a;
present report, Section Z). By comparison with full KR, which lowers
the criterion less or not at all, it seems this low•ring of the criterion
is at least partly in order to obtain more information about signal
occurrence, such information being dependent on responses when KR is
partial (Wiener, 1963; present report, Section 2).
11
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b.
Even with full KR the criterion may be lowered though to a
lesser extent than with partial KR (present report, Section 2). Also
subjects become more willing to use extreme response cat -gories

(present report, Section 3). With full KR subjects do not receive more
information by lowering their response criterion. It is as if subjects
became more willing to teýst out their unsure judgments.
c. KR only on missed-signals lowers the criterion although no
more information is obtained. Presumably KR tells subjects their
response rate is too low and they increase it regardless of cost in FPI s.
d. With full KR subjecLs may obtain more detections than c -.trols
but without a correspondingly higher FP rate (Wiener, 1963). This
suggests that not all the improvement found with KR is due to lowered
response criterion. KR, however. has also been found to produce
apparently rather different results. Atkinson et al. (1964) found thaL
if the signal was more likely to occur in one of two forced-choice intervals
than in the other then KR increased the number of responses to that
interval. Kinchla and Atkinson (1964b) found that subjects could utilise
the sequential stati3tical properties of a signal schedule (in this case
the probability of two consecutive trials with a signal presented in each)
and that this eftect was more marked with feedback than without. These
results may be regarded as a more complex example of KR altering
the response criterion, if the criterion is thought of as one that can be
altered during the experimental session. Swets et al. (e.g. Swets,
Tanner and Birdsall, 1961) tend to treat the criterion as fixed throughout
a session, while Atkinson and Kinchla (1965) suggest there is a response
bias which changes with learning during a session with feedback.
Generally speaking then, KR lowers the rcsponse criterion. One
exception to this is a kind of KR not yet mentioned - KR on false positives
only. Chinn and Alluisi (1964) used this type of KR and found a decrease
in FPO s and also an increase in reaction times for correct detections.
Although an apparent contradiction to what has been said about the effect
of KR, this makes sense when the actual information given is considered.
The subject is told when he makes a wrong response and will therefore
learn to decrease such responses without, however, learning about the
true nature of the signal or of its temporal distribution. This tendency
to decrease responses transfers to correct detections and shows as
increased reaction times. The other results from Chinn and Alluisi' s
(1964) experiment unfortunately do not fit the above interpretation of the
mechanism of KR. A group given KR on missed signals only gave a
decreased FP rate with no significant change in detections - a completely
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different result from other experiments with missed signal KR. Partial
KR on correct detections only decreased the proportion of missed signals
with no effect on FP' s. This KR is informationally equivalent to partial
KR on both correct and wrong responses which usually increases both
detections and FPs. There is no obvious reason for these results
differing from those previously described. Our description of how KR
lowers the response criterion is not entirely satisfactory, therefore,
and is in any case largely an ad hoc argument. Nevertheless as a working
hypothesis it may be said that KR affects the response criterion, and that
its effect on the criterion depends on what kind of information is provided
by the KR. Usually the effect is to lower the response criterion.
1.3. 1.1. KR and sensitivity. There seems no reason why KR should not
affect sensitivity as well as the response criterion. Very few relevant
experiments have used d', the signal detection theory measure of sensitivity
(independent of response criterion).
The Swets and Sewall (1963) experiment in which it was claimed KR
and practice had very little effect on d' has already been discussed and
suggestions made as to why little effect was found. Swets and Sewall do
admit that some of the increases in d' are not entirely negligible. Over
five Z-hour sessions there was an improvement of . Z9 in d' (1.5 db).
They say that of this about . 5 to . 75 db could be attributed to experimental
error. Mackworth (1964) has also used the d' measure and found an
increase for both false KR on missed signals and true KR on missed
signals. There seems a definite although not very large increase following
KR. One group was given a 40-minute session with no KR followed by
two sessions with KR and a fourth without, one session per day being given.
The increase in d' from the first to the second no-KR was . 6 which is very
approximately 3db. For a group given similar treatment with false KR
instead of KR the increase was . 3d' or approximately 1. 5db. Mackworth
suggests KR may enable subjects to learn the true nature of the signal
which would certainly imply increased sensitivity. It is difficult to see,
however, how false KR could affect sensitivity. Mackworth says that
false KR may perhaps either increase arousal or help the subject to learn
the pi obability of the signal, but the latter would imply a change of
crterion not sensitivity while presumably physiological "arousal" cculd
meac- •nher. When the free-response method is used, d' cannot readily
be calckilated but for the fixed-response interval experiment reporteri
here it 1v,%- been calculated. An increase of . 2Z d' was found as a result
of half an hour Is training with KR. This is equal t!: approximately I db
and is almost negligible, but it must be remember, that the training time
was short. These results are far from conclusive but they do suggest that
13
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KR may affect sensitivity directly. To the extent that this increase is
due to learning about the characteristics of the signal itself, this
improvement should transfer to a task where the signal rate and distribution differ from that during training - an important consideration in
training for monitoring tasks.
1.3. i.Z. How does KR affect sensitivity? The effect of KR on
senbitivity has already been discussed. It is of interest both for
understanding perceptual learning in general and for evaluating KR as
Straining method to try to decide how KR influences sensitivity.
Annett and Clarkson (1964) hypothesised that perceptual learning
is "proportional to exposure to authenticated samples of the signal, anu.
signal distribution information". This hypothesis was based on the
results of a comparison of cuing and KR techniques, and other research
literature on KR supports this hypothesis. Exposure to an "authenticated
sanmple of the signal" does not simply consist of presenting the signal to
the subject. It requires ensuring that he hears the signal and that it is
identified or its occurrence confirmed.
The importance of KR giving a sample of signals which are
authenticated was implied in an experiment by Sidley, Windgrad and
Bedarf (1965) which also showed that identification which was continuous
with the signal was more effective in enabling the subject to learn the
nature of the signal and attach the correct response to it. In a complex
discrimination task, Sidley et al. compared a form of KR in which the
signal was continued during both response and feedback with a form
in which response terminated the signal before KR -- as given. The KR
with overlap between signal and KR was superior. They attribute
this difference to a decay in the auditory memory during the delay before
KR is given in the no-overlap condition.
Swets (1962) and Swets, Harris, McElroy and Radloe (1964) found
prompting techniques superior to overt responses followed by KR and
concluded that strea p-.ining of the task and temporal contiguity of sound
and label are important factors in effective txaining methods. A follow-up
experiment by Weisz and McElroy (1964) found that when KR was made
simpler and given during presentation of the signal then KR was not
inferior to prompting. This would prevent the subject forgetting what
the signal had been before it was identified and help him to attach the
correct label to it.

14
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Gundy (1961) has shown the general importance of learning the
characteristics of the signal in detection tasks. Gundy specified the
signal for one group of subjects by presenting the signal at 10 db above
test level and then at test level until the subject reported twice
consecutively that he had heard the signal at test level. This ensured
that the subject had heard the signal and that he knew it was the signal he
had heard.

This group and another for whom the signal was not specified

were then given KR. The no-specification group began at a lower level
than the other and then showed a gradual improvement while the specification
group maintained a fairly stable level. The signal was then specified for
all subjects and all then performed at about the same level. It appears
that the no-specification group spent the KR session learning the characteristics of the signal and thus improving performance.
Thus we can conclude that learning the characteristics of the signal
or signals is an important part of the learning in a perceptual task. KR
can provide this necessary aspect of training, to varying degrees
depending on the kind of KR. doing so most efficiently when there is
temporal contiguity between the signal a-'id its identification by KR.
If improvement in detection and discrimination tasks also involves
learning the signal distribution, then full KR should lead to better
discirimination than partial KR since full KR gives better information on
signal distribution. Wiener (1963) found that full KR and partial KR
give similar performance for percent detecticois but sensitivity or
discrimination was better with full KR since there were fewer FP' s
than for partial KR. In the experiments reported here (Section 2) KR in
the fixed-response interval condition (i.e, full KR) had a much better
ratio o! detections to false positives than KR in.the free-response condition
(i.e. partial KR).
Other evidence that learning the distribution of signals is an important
factor comes from the Annett and Clarkson (1964) experiment. One
method they used was "retrospective caing" which consisted of a cue
two seconds after each signal. The signals were near threshold and the
problem was to detect them. A cue coming two seconds after the signal
would net affect the number of signals heard although th= cue was present
for each signal. Thus the subject would not be given a larger sample of
authenticated signals than would a partial KR group for which only
responses are confirmed or disconfirmed. it would, however, give a
better knowledge of the signal distribution. This "retrospective ciingll
15
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group did in fact perform better than the partial cuing group.
Mackworth (1964) suggests KR enables subjects to learn the temporal
distribution or signal characteristics, basing this suggestion on a
comparison with false KR. False KR raises the over-all level of
performance but KR also abolishes the decrement. Mackworth says
the decrement is masked by learning but she cannot specify precisely
what is learned.
Thus, as suggested by Annett and Clarkson, both opportunity to
obtain an authenticated sample of the signal and to learn its distribution
are probably important in perceptual learning and are provided by KR.
The e:-tent to which either is provided depends on the kind of KR. Insofar
as the training effect of KR depends on learning about the signal itself
and not merely the distribation this training effect should transfer to
tasks with different signal distributions. Such transfer is essential since
it is often impossible to train with the distribution that will occur in
the task itself.
1. 3. Z.

Cuing or pr3mpting.

Cuing has been defined as "the provision of stimulus information
before or during a response such that the response is made more effective
or more likely to occur than would be the case without such information".
Annett (1959) found that cuing proved to be an effective technique for both
visual and auditory tasks. The superiority of cuing over KR was confirmed
by Annett and Clarkson (1964) for an auditory task involving detection of
a near-threshold signal. This experiment also showed completely
different patterns of response following the two kinds of training - both
showed an increase ia detections but whereas KR showed an increase in
percent error (FP' s as percent of total responses), cuing showed a
decrease. The present experiments which investigate further the difference
between KR and cuing also find a similar pattern, although KR.shows a
greater increase in percent detections.
Swets (1961) compared a prompt-ing technique with three kinds of
feedback and found the prompting s'ipericr. The signals used were
complex .- they could have either of two values for each of five dimensions.
The task here was discrimination, not detection. With the pro~mpting
procedure, a computer typed out the values assumed by each of the five
dimensions for a sound and then played that sound., The subject merely
paced the presentation of each signal. The various kinds oi feedback
16
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required the subject to type the five numbers he believed identified the
sound before being given feedback. A further experimert (Swets, Harris,
McElroy and Rudloe, 1964) allowed subjects to choose between training
methods for each trial, and the results supported the conclusions of the
first experiment. Success was positively corielated with time spent
on simple response to sound-label pairs and was negatively correlated
with the proportion of time spent in active responding, receiving feedback
and making second tri.es. Weisz and McElroy (1964) investigated the
extent to which these results held for a visual task involving discrimination
among three values for each of four dimensions of variation of unfamiliar
forms. KR was made simple and was given while the signal was still
prese-at. In this case the superiority of prompting over KR disappeared.
The best procedure was one "in which immediate feedback, cuing, and a
simplified display of feedback information were combined."
1.3. 2. 1. Cuing and sensitivity. The first question to ask about these
cuing techniques is whether they are effective because they change
sensitivity to the signals or the response criterion. The Annett and
Clarkson experiment and the experiments in Sections 2 and 3 of this report
find that cuing both increases detections and decreases FP' s which means
that cuing has improved the ability to discriminate between signal and
non-signal. Also the final ratio of detections to FP: s suggests better
discrimination than for KR. In the experiment in which fixed response
intervals are used and d' can be calculated, cuing increases this measure
by 1. 26 whereas the increase for KR is only 0. 22. This cuing group
increase is equivalent to approximately 6 db.
Cuing appears also to affect the criterion but in the oppcsite way
from KR. Detections are increased with no increase in FP' s but instead
a decrease. In the fixed-interval experiment (Section 2 of this report)
beta can be calculated arid was found to increase . ZZ for cuing (i. e. the
criterion be.ame stricter) while it decreased . 14 for KR. In the intensity
discriminatien experiment (Section 3) KR showed an increased use of
the extreme categories, but cuing increased use of the middle "same"
category which can be thought of as a cautious responsEz for unsure
judgments. Ln this experiment, however, performance with cuing did not
show a general improvement but reasons for this will be discussed later
when comparing th& usefulness of KR and cuing in different kinds of
situations.
1. 3. 2. 2. How does cuing affect sensitivity? As for KR, it is useful to
discuss whether the results for cuing support the hypothesis that
17
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learning is "proportional to authenticated samples of the signal, and
signal distribution information."
Annett and Clarkson (1964) suggest that cuing was more effective
than KR because it provided the maximum exposure to the signal and
gave the fullest information about the distribution of the signal in the
watch period. The cue, acting as a warning signal, allowed the subject
actually to hear more of the faint signals than were heard by the other
group. Howarth and Treisman (1958) have shown that a warning signal
does in fact lower the threshold for the following signal. The results
of the Annett and Clarkson experiment are consistent with the hypothesis
that learning is proportional to exposure to authenticated samples of
the signal and to signal distribution information. Cuing produced better
discrimination than "retrospective cuing" (described in Section 1. 3. 1. 2.)
which would provide as good information about signal distribution but a
smaller sample of heard and authenticated signals. Retrospective cuing
was better than partial KR which would provide a similar sample of
authenticated signals but would give poorer information on the signal
distribution than retrospective cuirg. The differential effectiveness of
these three training methods corresponds to the extent to which they give
authenticated samples of the signal and information on the signal distribution.
The Swets et al. (1962; 1964) and Weisz and McElroy (1964) experiments
have been mentioned in the disccssion on KR as illustrating the necessity
of having signal samples clearly authenticated. The prompting technique
enables the subject to see or hear what signal is being given the label,
and to form the association between signal and label. With delayed KR
the subject will nave begun to forget the nature of the signal before it is
identified for him. When the signal is still present during KR this method
is as good a& cuing.
The Gundy (1961) experiment using signal specification shows
directiy the imnportanc! of giving thy. subject authenticated samples of
the signal. Gundy' s niethod ensures that the subjeCt hears the signal
and knows it is the signal he has heard. Gundy points cut that signal.
detection theory assuniea an observer who "knows" what the signal is and
that this assumn•ption is not always met ,n training experiments. Where
the signal is simpie the kind of specification used by Gundy should ensure
that the signal is "known" bet when the s-gnal is comnplex or variable it
may be necessary to direct a good deal of training towards enabling the
subject to recognise the signal.
18
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In the experiment reported in Section 2 a group was included which
was not given any presentations of the signal during training but merely
the cue indicating when a signal should have been due. This group
improved but the improvement was not significant whereas the cuing
group did show significant improvement. This indicates that hearing
the signal itself contributed to learning, but the no-signal group was
small and the fact that their improvement was not significant does not
rule out the possibility of some improvement due to learning the signal
distribution.
Evidence showing generally
of signals is an important factor
this kind has already been given
cuing which Annett and Clarkson
particularly.

that learning the temporal distribution
in improvement in perceptual tasks of
in the section on KR. The retrospective
compared with KR showed this

The Annett and Clarkson hypothesis seems confirmed and it also
may be concluded that cuing provides the necessary information on the
signal and its distribution. The improvement with cuing should show
transfer to other situations with the same signal to the extent that cuing
has enabled subjects to learn about the signal itself. It is not so certain
what effect the learning of a particular signal distribution or rate would
have on transfer. Colquhoun and Baddeley (1964) compared various
signal-rates for practice and test and found that a high practice signal-rat e
and a low test signal-rate gave the most within-session decrement on the
criterion test, but Wiener (1963) found that mean signal detection rate
was better with a high practice signal rate. A task such as sonar involves
an extreme change from practice to task but it is impossible to train
with a realistic signal rate, since even if it were known it would be very
low.
1.3. 2. 3. Comparison of Ki and Cuing. It appears that improvement in
auditory detection ar-d discrimination tasks is partly due to changes in
response criterion and partly to changes in the ability to discriminate
between signals or between signal and no-signal. The improvement in
discrimination or sensitivity seems to be a matter of learning signal
characteristics through exposure to authenticated signal samples and
also learning the temporal distribution of the signal. Both KR and cuing
provide these, though to varying degrees for different kinds of KR.
There are. however, some important differences between KR and
cuing. In a detection experiment with near-threshold signals the cue acts
19
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as a warning signal and lowers the threshold thus ensuring that the
subject actually hears more signals than in other conditions. In a
situation where the subject may not even be sure what he is listening
for, cuing ensures that he has actually heard samples of the signal
and that they have been authenticated. Prompting has been found more
effective than KR in paired-associate learning and perceptual learning
Gibson
might be regarded as an instance of paired-associate learning
(1953b) suggested that the experiments on absolute pitch discrimination
demonstrate the applicability of the same kind of learning theory as
can be applied to paired associates. In the Swets et al. (1962; 1964)
and Weisz and McElroy (1964) experiments names had to be attached to
large numbers of stimuli which the subjects had never tried to label
in this way before. In these experiments prompting was better than, or
at least equal to, KR.
One disadvantage of cuing is that cue-dependency may develop
and the subject will respond automatically, paying little attention to the
task. It is not usually meaningful to compare performance during cuing
with the post-test since cuing ensures near-perfect performanze. But
Weisz and McElroy found that with a KR method which involved an element
of cuing there was a decrement from training session to post-training
test. In this experiment subjects had to name the value of each of the four
dimensions of the stimulus to be identified. As each dimension was
identified feedback vwas given, so that feedback on the first-named
dimensions might help in correctly identifying the later dimensions. Some
schedule of training which eliminates this decrement which occurs with
a direct transfer from cuing to test is needed.
Knowledge of results (except for missed-signal KR), while specifying
the signal less well than cuing, requires that the 3ubject test out his own
judgment beiore being given information, and therefore seems more suited
to consolidating performance after the subject has learned what kind of
stimulus to listen for or what responses are to be attached to various
stimuli. KR has the advantage of avoiding cue-dependency but the low
response criterion it encourages may be a disadvantage for some tasks.
When long training seems necessary KR is also likely to be less boring
than cuing since it requires more active participation by the trainee.
These differences between the ways in which KR and cuing operate mean
that their relative effectiveness will depend partly on the exact nature of
the task. In experiments on detection of faint signals, cuing seems superior
in terms of d t if not always in terms of detections. In this task the subject
requires to be informed exactly what he is trying to hear and when it is
likely to occur. Cuing, since it specifies the signal better than KR, seems
the better method for such tasks.
20
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In the intensity discrimination experiment reported here (Section 3),
cuing was much poorer than KR. In this case signals were easily heard,
the labels to be attached we-_-e easy to learn and large amounts of cuing
were probably boring. In the Swets et al. and Weisz and McElroy
experiments on the other hand, discrimination had to be made among
many stimuli and the responses which were to be allocated were such
that the subjects probably did not use them easily at first. In these
cuing was superior or equal to KR.
Weisz and McElroy found some suggestion in their data that prompting
was the best technique for subjects with low pre-test scores while KR
was better for those with high pre-test scores. The difference in pre-test
performance indicates that the subjects were required to learn different
things about the task, and the different training methods presumably suited
their different requirements. It seems likely that the different training
methods will also be differentially effective at different stages of training.
Cuing would probably be most useful in the early stages when the subjects
are unsure about the nature of the stimulus or about which response to
attach to which stimulus. KR would be more suitable later when the
subject does not require so much assistance. Slight support is given for
this though in a different kind of task by experiments by Carr (1930) on
maze-learning. He found that guidance, which is comparable to cuing,
was most effective in small amounts early in training while trial and error
was more effective later and in larger amounts.
It is interesting too that the most successful method used by Weisz
and McElroy combined KR and cuing. To get the advantages of both methods
and to counteract their disadvantages there is probably some optimum
combination oi the two ior any task, although subject variables would also
influence the effectiveness of any method. The investigation of training
schedules with these two methods seems a promising line of research.
1.3.3. Pretraining.
Several experiments have included some kind of treatment before the
t!st session, not necessarily regarding it as a method of training but rather
to test some hypothesis, for example about the effect of expectancy on
signal detection or the related question of the decrement that occurs during
a watch. These experiments have been grouped together here in order to
consider whether these various pre-test treatments offer any possibilities
as training methods.
21
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Three experiments have investigated the effect of signal rate during
practice on subsequent test performance. ColQuhoun and Baddeley (1964)
and Wiener (1963) using visual tasks reached the conclusion that training
with a higher signal rate produced a higher rate of detections in the
post-test, but Floyd, Griggs and Baker (1961) in an auditory task found
that training with the same signal rate as used in the test gave the
highest detection rate. In the Colquhoun and Baddeley comparison of
different combinations of practice and test signal rates it was also
found, however, that the transition from high practice rate to low test
rate produced the greatest within-session decrement.
The advantages of using a high signal rate in training are not,
therefore, well established and involve the possibility of increasing
the decrement over time in the test session.
Within this section on pretraining may be included an experiment
by Wiener (1964) on training with various signal amplitudes. His task
was visual, the signol being an unusually large deflection of a voltmeter
needle. Training was given with the test amplitude or a larger or smaller
amplitude. Differences were observed during training but did not
transfer to the test. The test, however, was held seven days later and
it is likely that any training effect of one session would not be retained
for so long. It has already been suggested that training with a variable
signal or a signal other than the test signal, may not be very successful.
Of these experiments not even those concerned with signal rate
offer any possibilities for training methods since it is necessary for tasks
such as sonar to use a practice signal rate different froim that found on
the job.
1. 3.4.

Programmed learning.

Swets (1962) applied what he described as "the procedures of automated
instruction" to the task of learning to identify multi-dimensional, non verbal sounds. The procedures they used were continual interrogation
and overt response, presentation of successive items conditional upon
previous performance, learner-controlled pacing of the lesson, and so
forth. They found these methods no better than 'conventional" training
methods and said that certain of the central features of automated
instruction hindered learning in their task.
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The application of these procedures in the Swets experiment may
be questioned on some points as to whether they represent what would
generally be considered the procedures of automated or programmed
learning. Their first experiment compared a passive, prompting
technique and overt responses followed by differing probabilities of
reinforcement. To their surprise the methods with "reinforcement"
v 1;-e less effective than the prompting methods. The overt response
nný!t, Ad, however, did not minimise mistakes to ensure reinforcement
•t instead reinforcement often took place on a second try. It is general
in programmed instruction to try to minimise errors, while the necessity
of reinforcement through feedback is not accepted by everyone.
Nor is
the necessity of an overt response unquestionably established.
Swet' s second experiment used a progressive technique by which
the subject moved from easy to difficult discriminations. But this
produced no better learning than methods in which the pairs for discrimination
were chosen at random. The third session given the "progressive" group
presented the pairs randomly and should have helped the transition to
the test but nevertheless the method did not seem to have an advantage over
others. This kind of progressive technique was used in some of the early
experiments on judgments of pitch (Seashore, 1939; Wyatt, 1945) but
their methods also included a good deal of feedback and the contribution
made by the progressive technique cannot be estimated. The method has
been used successfully with animals but it may simply enable them to
learn the relevant dimension for discrimination.
The third experiment in this series was intended to test out a method
of t.raining which it was thought would maximise improvement. The
subjects were trained progressively in the first session beginning with
discrimination on the easiest dimension and on the easiest pairs within
dimensions. A prompt was given and then the subject made an overt
response with this in view. Discrimination was made more difficul'ý until
the sixth and seventh sessions, the pairs were chosen randomly and no
prompt was provided but feedback was given. This long. complex training
was not very successful. In terms of information transmitted, performance
was no better than that obtained by Pollack and Ficks with more conventional methods although the experiment is not. completely comparable. The
percentages of detections in which all five dimensions were correctly
identified was very low, from 9% to 17o for different subjects. The total
number of sounds used was very high, 31Z5, and it may be unfair to judge
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the success of the method without a direct comparison with other methods.
Swets next tried to estimate how well subjects could learn to identify
sounds by their arbitrary names when trained under the procedures of
automated instruction. They were also interested in replicating some of
the previous results and so again compared a covert response prompting
technique with overt response followed by feedback. The most effective
technique was the prompting and even it led to only approximately 351o
correct deteztions. As far as the comparison between prompting and
overt response is concerned it should be remembered that prompting
itself is an important aspect of programmed learning and so Swets et a]. 's
experiments cannot be taken as an indication that programmed learning
is useless in this field. His results generally, however, are not very
encouraging from the point of view of training for identification of complex
sounds. Although several hours training were given perhaps it is not
surprising that correct identification rates were low since large numbers
of stimuli had each to be given absolute identifications. Short periods of
training may be useful tor estimating the effectiveness of various training
methods but in this case the training was required to accomplish rather
a lot in rather a short time.
A follow-up experiment by Swets, Harris, McElroy and Rudloe (1964)
allowing the subject control of the course of training produced no better
performance than when the experimenter determined the course of the
lesson. It is hardly surprising that subjects would not know how best
to train themselves for complex auditory discriminations. To say that
this constitutes a failure of programmed instruction is unjustified since
the aim of programmed instruction is to guide the student through a
carefully arranged, pre-determined course of instruction, The general
conclusion that "streamlining of the task and temporal contiguity of sound
and label" are the most important factors for successful learning, accords
fairly well with programmed-instruction techniques.
1. 3.5.

Incentives.

The incentives used in detection or monitoring tasks are usually
money or the p:-esence of an observer before whom the subject may wish
to show his best performance.
An effect on the auditory threshold has been found following the
introduction of a bonus after several experimental sessions. Lukaszewski
and Elliott (1961) found that after twelve sessions the introduction of a
24
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bonus had a 2 db effect on the threshold in the next two sessions. Zwisl:2,ki
et al. (1958) found no effect when a bonus was introduced on the seventh
session but there was a 2 db effect on the eighth. A small effect of a
.9 db was found by Swets et al. after a bonus was introduced on the
seventeenth day of training.
The effectiveness of a monetary reward on judgments of weight was
compared with KR by Larimer and White (1964).
No difference was found
between the two although both were better than no knowledge. Then a
session was given with no KR or reward but in which judgments had tu
be made in the presence of an anchor. The KR group showed contrast
but the group which had been given reward showed a resistance to change
in their judgments.
In a visual monitoring task, Bergum and Lehr (1964) gave monetary
rewards for correct detections and penalties for missed signals. The
rewarded group performed better than the controls in the first third of
.he session but no better in the remainder of it. In a second session without
rewards, the incentive group wvrs similar to the controls for the first
third and significantly lower in the last third. So the effF zts of monetary
reward may be short-term and when withdrawn may actually be a
detriment to performance. The use of monetary incentives in training is
therefore of questionable value.
The presence of an observer may also act as an incentive to better
performance in detection tasks. Hardesty, Trumbo and Bevan (1963)
found that observer-presented KR produced superior performance to
machine-presented KR but it did not matter whether or no* the observer
was present in the room. Bergum and Lehr (1963) found that the presence
of an officer in the room had a highly significant facilitatory effect on
detection periormance. They suggest that the conditions represent an
extreme point along a dimension of perceived threat to the monitor. They
compare their results with those of two other experiments for the ratio
of errors between control and experimental groups. In an experiment
(Bergum and Lehr, 1962) where rronitors worked in pairs the ratio was
.689.
With the experimenter present it was .410 (Fraser, 1953) and when
a military observer was present it was .363 (Bergum and Lehr, 1963).
It may be concluded that the presence of an observer, particalarly
one with some authority, fac4 .tates performance but this is the kind of
result which might not be replicated in a long-term study.
Z5
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1.3.6.

Conclusion.

The literaltire shows considerable diversity in the methods used and
in the measures of training effectiveness, and few really satisfactory
general conclusions can be drawn. However the following tentative
conclusions emerge.
1.

Most investigators have found .-nprovenients in auditory tasks
as a result of practice. These tasks include detection of simple
signals, the discrimination cof pitch differences and the recognition
of complex sounds.

2.

In many studies training effects occur earlier rather than later
in training and task familiarisation cannot be ruled out as a
probable contributor to these results. This factor cannot, however,
account for all improvement.

3.

In detection tasks the subject mnay not initially be iully cognisant.
of all the relevant characteristics of the signal and some of the
early training effects could well be due t3 learning the nature cf
the signal to be detected. Attempts to specify tht; signal are
effective.

4.

Knowledge of results, in various forms, is the most popular
training technique and most investigators have obtained training
effects with KR.

5.

The results of several investigations suggest, however, that KR
primarily affects the subjects' response criterion, generally
leading to more risky behaviour. Sensitivity, as measurea by, d',
is improvedi but this effect is generally not large.

6.

KR is generally more effective when it overlaps with the auditory
signal.

7.

It has not been demonstrated that incentives have rnore than a temporary
effect on performance in auditory task3 hence this aspect of knowledge
of results would appear to be less important than its iWformnative
f anction.
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8.

Cuing, like signal specification ano X(R overlapping with the signal,
is effective but in contrast with KR leads to more cautious
behaviour and to increases in sensitivity.

9.

in recognition tqsks prompting has been found superior to some
forms of KR whilst in at least one case of discrimination, prompting
was less effective.

10.

There is yet barely enough evidence to specify in general the
conditions unde:. which one or other of these two techniques will
be superior. but it is reasonable to hypothesize that cuing may
be better early in training and for signals difficult to specify by
other means.
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THREE STUD-ES IN DETECTION' TRAINING
Introductioni

2.1.

The three studies to be reported concern the effects for training
on an auditory V"igilance detection task, and arise directly from the
previous stadieas by Annett (1959) ýnd Annett and Cliukson (1964).
The
task, detection of shorb bursts of tone presa.nted at irregular intervals
against a background of white noise, may be taken as a highly simplified
version of sonar watchkeeping.
Using a version of this 'a.9k, Annett (1959) found a cuing technique,
presenting a visual warning signal jv't befDre each tone to give positive
transfer to an uncued standard task.
Cuing was found to be more
effeotive than eithecý immediate or summary knowledge of results (KR)
and more effective than practice with the backgroamd noise reduced.
In that study a correction for false positives was applied to the
detection scores, but in the second stu&y (Annett and Clarkson, 1964)
it became clear that cuing and 0 were having different effects on
correct detections and false positives.
It was found that Xt increased
detections rather more Chan cuing but at the cost of an increased false
positive rate, whereas cuing increased detections but decreased false
positives.
Wiener (1962) found a similar phencmenon in a visual
detection task.
Results were convertsd to a meaturr of information
transmitted, and as with the first

positives cuing was four.I

study using a corr, •tion for false

to be more efficient.

However, it resair. that these two tra-r.ing techniques affect
performance in different ways, and further investigation should reveal
something of the learning mechanism.
In the free responding vigilanoc
situation with a2 the subject can only get information by responding and
the more he responds the more information he gets.
As suggested by
Wierir, the high rate of responding may carry over to the post-test.
In cuing, by contrast, subjects do not have to respornd in order to get
information concerning the presence or absence of a particule<r siýral
and, since every signal is cued they have complete information about
the signal distribution parameters.
This latter information is denied
subjects who orly get right/w.ong information after each response.
9here is also the question of what is learned. Thn cue lowers
the threshold to the auditory signalT--owarth and Treisman, 1958) and
in this condition subjeots should get maximum experience of the signal
as such.
This method permits them to build up a memory of the signal
characteristics in a more efficient way than the 1iR technique, but as
has already been pointed out, cuing also provides a potentially better
indication of the signal distribution parameters.
One part of the present study investigates the hypothesis that
juing is effective by exposing the subject to authenticated samples
of the signal enabling him to build up some kind of template of the
If this were so, cuing should be
cha-zacteris'Lics of the signal,
resistant to changes in the signal disTrIbution parameters.
Subjects
should have no trouble in transferring from, say, a high signal frequency
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However, we have chosen to investigate
to a low signal frequency.
this hypothesis in another, simpler, way by exposing the subjectto
The distribution
the warning signal cues without the auditory signal.
is the same, but subjects cannot gain any experience of the signal.
The second part of the stady investigates the apparent effect
If it can be argtaed that
of KR in increasing the false positive rate.
the free responding situation requires subjects under KR to lower their
criterion in order to gain information, then by fixing the number of
responses made the difference between cuing and KR in false positive
KR and cuing are therefore compared in a fixed
rate should disappear.
observation interval situation where all other aspects of the task are
the same as in the free responding situation.
-I"
A third aspect of the present study also concerns the
The
higher
detection
and
^alsc
KR and cuing on response criterion.
positive rate under KR training could mean that this is making a
subject adopt a more risky strategy rather than simply improving
Cuing, on the other hand, induces a more
sensitivity to the signal.
cautious approach to the task, whilst increasing sensitivity to the
In the present series of experiments subjects are provided
signal,
with three response keys (four in the case of fixed observation intervals)
on which to register signals detected with one of three degrees of
confidence,

"sure," "fairly sure," and "unsure."

The fourth key in

the case of the fixed intervals experiment is to register "no signal."
This additional method of recording responses is intended to show any
changes in subjects' level of confidence as a result of training.
This method is also relevant to the fourth aspect of the present series
of exDeriments.
Comparing scores for the first and second half of the test Annett
and Clarkson (1964) found some evidence of a vigilance decrement which
Any possibility of
was fairly marked in the case of the KR training.
differential effects of training methods on vigilance decrement is worth
exploring, so in the present inveistigation a number of subjects are
given further training under either cuing or KR and are then tested on
Broadbent and Gregory (1963) using graded response
a half-hour watch.
categories, report that some observers became more cautious during a
watch period and this increased caution could show up as a vigilance
decrement.
In the present experiment it is of interest to see how
the more risky performance following KR training holds up under prolonged
watchkeeping as compared with the rather more cautious approach
following cuing.
2.2.

Apparatus
For all experiments in this series subjects are seated in an
The signals to
Industrial Acoustics Co. model 401A acoustic cabinet.
be detected are generated by an oscillator taned to 1,000 c.p.s.
The
gated electronically to give a 100 millisecond burst of tone.
signals are mixed into the subject's headset with white noise at 50 db.
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The signal intensity is attenuated to a near threshold value and is
maintained throughout the experiment at this level, monitored in a
sengitive valve voltmeter.

The signal presentation and response scoring ari controlled bo
Signals are delivered at irregular interv
a punched tape program,
at an average rate of 4 per minute, the shiortest interval being three
seconds and the longest sixty seconds, the function relating intersignal interval duration to frequency being approximately a negative
exponential.

Facirng the subject in the listening booth is a board with 4
The lights provide cues, knovledge
coloured lights and 4 ;esponse keys.
Their
of results and also mark observation and response intervals.
functions will be explained in detail in the discussion of experimental
The fcur response keys indicate (from left to right)
conditions.
The response
"yes, sure," "yes, fairly sure," "yes, unsure," and "no."
keys are connected to nine electro-magnetic counters and to a multiple
One counter records signals presented and a pair of
pen recorder.
counters for each of the four response keys counts detections and
A '"etection is defined as any response
false positive responses.
made within two seconds of th, arrival of a signal, this period being
The pen recorder provides a check on the accuracy
automatically timed.
cf the counters and also shows that the two second interval is appropriate, there being no clustering of responses later than two seconds.
Three experiments were carried out with this equipment.

The first

two experiments consisted of a pre-test, a period of training under one

For the third experiment come
of several conditions and a post-test.
of the subjects for experiment I were recalled for a further test,
further training and a vigilance session. Since some of the original
subjects for experiment I were unable to return for experiment 3,
additional subjects were collected and their results added to those
of experiment 1.

Experiment 1

2.3.

Comparison of Cuing, Knowledge of Res:ults and No Signal

2.3.1.

The airls of the first experiment were:(1) an attempt to repeat the finding that cuing and knowledge
of results both improve detection but that cuing reduces tht
false positive score while knowledge of results increases it.
to observe the effects of cuing and knowledge of results
f,,nfidence atlached to "yes" responses before
on the subjective
and after traini:Lg.

(2)

to test the hypothesis that cuing permits the subject to
(3)
learn more aboat the nature of the signal against the hypothesis
that cuing teaches primarily signal distribution p-arameters.
Using the pre-tost, training, post-test design three groups of
subjects were eac:: sutimi, ted to one of the three foliowinu training
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regimes.
1. Cuing
Exactly half a second before each signal an amber warning
light was flashed.
The light was a 100 per cent reliable
indicator of the signal and subjects were instructed that after
each cue light there would be a signal and that no signal would
occur without the cue.
2.

Knowledge of Results

Whenever a subject responded the green light flashed
immediately if there had been a signal within the previous
two-seconds period, but the red light flashed if there had
been no signal.

3.

No Signal

Using exactly the same schedule as in condition 1. the cue
light was flashed at irregular intervals but no signal was given.
Subjects were informed that during training no signals would be
given but that the amber light indicated times at which signals
The red and green lights were inoperative.
would have occurred.
2.3.2.

Responses

For conditions 1. and 2. three response keys were used and
subjects were instructed that key I indicated "yes, sure," key 2
'!yes, fairly sure" and key 3 '!yes, unsure."
In condition I, subjects
were instructed to respond according to their subjective certainty
of hearing the signal which they, of course, knew would follow the
amber cue light.
Although, in principle, they were free to respond
at any time responses were only made after the cue light.
In condition
2. subjects were free to respond at any time and the Knowledge of Results
lights, green for right and red for wrong, were independent of which
degree of confidence was being ex-'essed, that is which of the three
"yes" keys was used.
In condit• c:. 3, "no signal" subjects were
instructed to press the fourth or "no" key after each cue light, thus
ensuring that they attended at least to the lights, although they heard
nothing but white noise on the earphones.
2.3.3.

Pre and Post-test Conditions

All three groups were given the usual schedule of signals in
white noise but without the benefit of cues or knowledge of results
indicators.
All three groups responded at will using the three "yes"
keys.
For all groups the experiment was conducted in ten consecutive
five-minute periods, periods I and 2 under pre-test conditions and
periods 3 to 8 on one of the three training conditions.
Betwheen these
periods there was a one minute rest pause during which the door of the
listening booth was opened and subjects removed their earphones and
relaxed.
Following period 8 there was a five minute rest during which
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Periods 9 and
the subjects were allowed to come out of the booth.
conditions and
test
standard
the
under
post-test
the
of
10 consisted
with the usual one-minute break between periods 9 and 10.

2.3.4.

f
f

Experiment 1 - Results
With the three "yes" response categories we could look at the
results in three ways, that is to say as if subjects were using a
strict, medium or lax criterion.
The preliminary analysis looks at
the data from the point of view of the lax criterion that is to say
The
all categories of "yes" responses are counted simply as "yes."
two main scores are thus % signals detected (% C) and % false positive
response (% E), the latter being the ratio of wrong "yes" responses to
Table I summarises the data for the
total "yes" responses x 100.
three training conditions on the pre-test and post-test for correct
The data are also surmarised in
detection for %C (ia) and 0 (Ib).
appear to differ somewhat
scores
pre-test
the
Figure 1. Although
in both % C and % E the between groups differences are insignificant
and the same is true of the post-test (see Tables 2a, 2b, 2c and 2d).
Table I shows the predicted improvements in % C for Cuing and Knowledge
of Results, the former being significant at p <.Or (one tailed) and
The apparent increase
the latter significant at p < .005 (one tailed).
in the No Signal condition is not, however, significant but it should
be remembered that this group has a rather small n so the possibilit'j
of some training effect without repeated presentation of the signal
Turning to the false positive responses,
cannot be ruled out completely.
as predicted % E is reduced by cuing but t - 1.68 is insignificant on
Also as predicted Knowledge of Results increases
a one tailed test.
The No Signal group also
false positive rate, p <.025 (one tailed).
this is insignificant.
rate
but
shows a reduction in false positive
In general the previous findings about Knowledge of Results and Cuing
are confirmed although some of the predicted differences do not reach
The No Signal group reacts to training in a similar
significance.
way to the Cuing group although the increase in detection rate and
Bearing in
decrease in false positive rate are not significant.
mind that we are talking about a pattern even though the two elements
of the pattern (detections up, false positives down) are not individually
significant,, it seems likely that this pattern is partly due to learning
The advantage given by 40 minutes of
the distribution of signals.
actually hearing the signals in the case of the Cuing group is clearly
not very great, and we must therefore attribute much of the learning
This
which occurs in Cuing to knowledge of the signal distribution.
should not be too surprising since the signal itself is very simple,
there is not much to learn about it and training effects are more likely
to be found in the approach to the task.
Table 3 shows the distribution of responses made in the three
response categories, for all yes responses in the pre-test and post-test.
We may note that the average number
There are no very clear trends.
of responses mad decreases for Cuing, increases for KR and remains
Both Cuing and KR make less use of the middle
the same for No Signal.
category and increase the proportion of "unsure" responses following
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The effect of three training conditions on
The arrows
detections and false positives.
originate at the pre-training score and
terminate at the post-training score the barb
indicating the direction of change.

100

0

E" 50c.
~50

Cuing
KR
No Signal

0

100.

50%
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trninio
n
hs pattern being_ very similar in both cases.
Although it
is possible to re-analyse the data using the medium or strict criteria
a number of subjects would score 0 % correct in these categories.
While this allows for an increase it does no+ permit one to calculate
a satisfactory false positive rate; thus considering the loss in number
of subjects which would be involved further analysis would appear to
be not very fruitful.

2.4.
2.4.1.

Experiment 2
Free Response versus Fixed Observation and Response Intervals.

The aim of the second experiment was to test the hypothesis that
the different response patterns found with Cuing and Knowledge of
Results are due to the free response condition in which subjects under
Knowledge of Results adopt a more risky criterion in order to learn
about the signal and its distribution.
It was argued that if subjects
ander Cuing and Knowledge of Results were required to make the saene
number of observations and the same number of responses differences
in the effect of training on false positive rate should disappear.
Again we have an opportunity t,- observe the effect of training on
subjective confidence.
2.4.2.

Conditions and Subjects

Four conditions were compared:1. Cuing with free response
2. Cuing vrith fixed observation and response intervals
3j. Knowledge of Results with free response
4. Knowledge of ResuLlts with fixed observation and response intervals
"The conditions for Cuing and Knowledge of Results were as in Experiment
1. However, under the fixed observation and response interval regime
each five-minute period was divided into 71F second chunks as indicated
by the white light on the subject's display.
The white light remained
orn for 2 seconds and marked the interval during which subjects were
permitted to indicate the presence or absence of a signal during the
"preceding 5-1 seconds when the white light was off.
Subjects were
required to respond on each occasion by pressing one of the three "yes"
keys or the "no" key.
The 5i second observatton interval can be
envisaged as divided into 11 -1second periods.
A signal could occur
at any of the nalf-second periods numbers 2 - 11.
In the Cuing
condition the amber cue light flashed 1 second before each signal thus
the firsz
second of the observation interval had to be reserved
_1for the cue when the signal was to occur in the first of its ten
possible piositions.
In Cuing subjects were still required to respond
during the two second response intervals as in Knowledge of Results.
Since, in iK2, feedback is contingent upcn response, IM was given only
dir'n- the two second response interval.
For both free response rnd
fixed interval conditions the actual schedule of signals used was the
Csa:me.
T'-e epcoeriment comprised a pre-test, training and post-test
acCorai•;,' to the 3a_• schedule as in Experiment 1.
-
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was taken froim Tl, T'i.ment I and two further grrniil: of ten subjects
selected and paid i.n the same way comprised the f', ed interval, Cuing
and fixed intervPl, IR groups.
2.4.3.

Experimeni

P - Results

As for Exprrirmnt I the preliminary anslys- counts all three
Table 4(a) shows % C for
response categories as "yes" responses.
the four groups on pre and post-test and 4(b) % err,',r for the four
groups pre and post-test and Figure 2 summarises the results graphically.
It can be seen from Tnble 4 and Figure 2 that _-'en in the fixed interval
conditions a similar pattern is found, with Cuing increasing detections
and reduci~n false pnsitives and KR increasing bo,.h detections and
However the direction of the arrows on Figure 2
false positives.
has been changed sich that the tendency for KR to increase errors on
Analysis of variance (Table 5) shows
post-test is somewhat reduced.
that the four groi;ns do not differ sigLificantly on either % C or % E
on pre-test or post-test.
However, looking at pre-test to post-test
9hble 6 shows the analysis
gains some tentative idifferences do emerge.
There are significant differences
of variance for gains in 1 C and % E.
between groups in % error which when further analysed are due to
differences between Cuing and KR rather than between the two methods
From inuividual 't' tests, Table 7 on the
of responding, Fa and FI.
gains, it emerges that all four groups improved significantly on
correct, VR_under the free response condition is the only group to
Neither of the reductions in
show a significant increase in % E.
%E in the two Cuing groups is significant nor is the small increase
The result would,
in error in KR under fixed interval conditions.
therefore, appear to confirm the prediction that when the rate of
responding is controlled, as in the fixed interval condition, the
difference between Cuing and KR in terrs of false positives is rednced.
The fact remains that the distinctive patterns produced by Cuing and
KR are still present even in the fixed interval conditions, although
to a less marked degree and it would be unwise to conclude from this
evidence that differences between Cuing and KR can be entirely accounted
fcr by the differential response rates acquired during training.
2.5.

Gencial Results from Experiments 1 and 2.

The previous finding that cuing and KR produce distinctly
different patterns and may therefore be affecting learning through
We would like to
this mechanism clearly emerges from these resalts.
describe performance in terms of a pattern of detections and false
positives bu+ statistical tests are only applied to each score, % C
and % E indi.idually.
These considerations make it less easy to
draw firm conclusions.
We have found in Experiment I that giving the
cue light without the signal produces a result characteristically
like cuing, although slightly less efficient and not at all like KR.
From this similarity, it would seem that whatever is learned under the
Cuing condition it is not as had been hypothesized principally the
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',igure.. 2

The effect of miini, and !"R under fixed
interval conditions.,
The arrows oririnate at the pre-trainin,• score
and terminate at the post-traininr score the
barb indicetinr the direction of chanre
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nature of the sipnal itself, but seems to hr somr

appreciation of

We have found that KR in the free responding situation increases
the rate of responding (while in Cuing this is reduced even though
performance becomes more efficient) and that when rate of responding
is controlled the pattern is changed towards that of Cuing, but not
entirely, so even in the fixed interval situatLon false positives are
increased though not significantly so.
With a much larger sample
this small differe:nce could be significant.
can only conclude
that rate of responding has something to do with the difference between
Cuing and KR but that it does not account entirely for the difference.
In both these experiments we measured three degrees of confidence
in making "yes" responses.
It transpired that training affected the
degree of conf"idence only slightly and, oddly enough, the changes which
did occur were very similar for both Cuing and 1R. This result is
unexpected in so far as the distribution of detections and false
positives suggest that MR leaas to a characteristically more risky
approach, and that Cuing induces greater caution.
This difference
did not show up at all in terms of the subjective confidence attached
to "1yes" responses.

Experiment 3

2.6.
2.6.1.

Introduction

In a previous study, Annett and Clarkson (1964), there was some
evidence of a vigilance decrement which was fairly marked in the case
of KR training but only slightly following Cuing training.
Such a
difference, if confirmed, could be of considerable practical importance
in training monitors.
Having reached the conclusion that the main
difference between the two methods was to be found in subjects' approach
to the task the possibility arose that vigilance decrement might also
be related to this.
The cautious but efficient behaviour induced by
Cuing might be maintained but what might be described as the optimism
of subjects trained by KR could be reduced after a period with no KR.
Broadbent and Gregory (1965) applying signalt detection theory to
the analysis of vigilance, concluded that cautious performance becomes
more cautious during a prolonged watch period while risky performance
does not.
This does not square well with Arnett and Clarkson's results
since increased caution should result in a reduction in detection rate.
They found in fact that the higher detection rate (risky performance
after KR) showed the greater decrement.
However this finding is
based on a comparison of the two halves of the ten minute post-test,
thus confirmation is needed before either of the above mentioned
results can be taken seriously.
2.6.2.

Subjects and Conditions

In the present experiment subjects who had been trained previously
under free response c-.ndi 'ions with either Cuing or KR were invited to
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Not all were able to retorn so more subjec;ts
return a month later.
were given a session at Cuing or YR bringing the total in each group
The appropriate
ten and these were
Sto recalled one week later.
couparisons showed no difference between the one month and the one
week interval subjects so they were treated as homogenous groups in
As
results from the second, vigilance session.
the analys-*&.
noted ear

.

the results of these extra subjects on the first

session we±-e added to the original data in experiments 1 and 2.
Foi the present experiment the apparatus and task were as
previously described and on the first ssssion training was given as
For the second session the first
described in experiments I and 2.
Then
two 5 minute periods were designated the pre-test period.
followed Three 5 minute periods cf further training on either Cuing
or KR, P11 subjects being trained under the same conditicos is in
One minute rest pauses were int-:olated
their first session.
The
between the five minute periods as in experiments I anti 2.
retraining was followed by a five minute rest and then by 30 minutes
of continuous monitoring under s'audarO conditions without rest
pauses and without cues or KI.
2.6.3.

"-

Experiment 3 - Results

Figures 3 and 4 show % C, detections, and % E, false positives,
on the 10 minute pre-test and for the six 5 minute periods following
The curves for
The data are also shown in Table 8.
retraining.
Cuing
on both % C
higher
than
the
curves
for
KR are consistently
and % E.
The two pairs of curves run nearly parallel througl the
False positives for both groups fohow
1-alf hour vigilance session.
an apparent downward trend for the first 20 minutes, but both increase
In none of th- four curves
again fairly sharply after 25 .inutes.
it would thus
is there a significant downward trend (Table 9).
appear that these data show no vigilance decrement for eit.ier group
and that the general pattern of KR giving more detections and more
false positives is preserved through a 30 minute period of continuous
watchkeeping.
Table 10 shows the distribution of responses o-ver the three
confidence categories on pre-test and on the first and ±ast 10 minutes
of the 30 minute watch period together with the average nwumber of
resporz•es made.
Both groups show a general decline in the number of
responses made from pre-test to the first paxt of the watch period
Both Cuing
and from the first Lo the last part of the watch period.
and K; have higher proportions of responses in the "sure" category
at the beginring of the vigilance session as compaeed with the pretest and both shoe a decline in this category of response and corresponding increases in the two less sure categories at the end of the
Thus both groups show some evidence of being more
watch period,
confident after a training period ana less confident towards the end
However usinj the pooled frequencies for
of a half 1:ur weteh.
the two ýroups of subjects none of these trends is significant on
Chi-squared.
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Figure 3

Correct detections for Cuing eid .- R as a
function of time on watch
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Figure 4
ý:h E (False positives) for Cuin- a.,d U.
as a function of tir.ue on watch
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From thi, r-qpr,'ri1-mnt there is no evidennc' of n differential
Both
effect of thp v.- ILr,,ni.ng methods on vigilanee ,icrement.

groups make sLightli fewer responsoe, at the end of t.re watch period
Nnither detections
and both groups bec,,nn slightly less confident.
nor false positives snow any sJ -nificant decrement trend over six
consecutive 5 minute periods and the difference between Cuing and KR
in distribution of i-osponses between cor ect detections and false
positives seems to be preserved toiighout the half nour watch period.
Surmmary and Conclusions

2. 7.
2.7.1.

Cuing and KR

It is now clearly established that in this, task cuing and KR
Both
lead to characteristically different styles of performance.
methods improve detection rates but while cuing also reduces false
Thus we can
positive responses KR significantly increases them.
say that they have opposite effects on response criterion, cuing
Since
leading to cautious and KR lead. g to more risky behriour.
improvement in detection rates are comparable cuing -an be regarded
as more efficient except, of course, where the hiiest possible
detection rate is required regardless of false positives.
2.7.2.

What is Learned ?

By depriving subjects of signals but showing them when signals
would occur we do not get significant increases in detections or
reductions in false positives, but we cannot definitely assert that
The results fall
training is not possible under these conditions.
into the same pattern as with the signal present and the differences
in gains are not substantial.
It seems probable therefore that
under cuing what is learned about the signal distribution is at least
This tentative
as important as wha, is learned about the signal itself.
conclusion is compatible with the general trend of -these results that
training is affecting functions such as expectancy and response criterion
just as much, if not more, than it is affecting sensitivity to the signal
as such.

2.7.5.

Confidence Ratings
The results, as far as they have been analysed, have thrown up
Although
surprisingly little on the confidence rating of responses.
we can characterize behaviour after cuing as cautious and after KI
as risky both sets of subjects use the three degrees of confid-nce in
about the same way when they are making "yes" responses.
The Effect of Controlled Rate of Responding,
The hypothesis tha" KR leads to risKy behaviour is partially
confirmed by the result sho;..ng txiat when rate of responding is
controlled ki does not lead to al. increased false positive rate.
However, the tendency does not appear to be entirely eliminated and
it we- id be unwise to attrib;,ite the whole difference between cuing
The remaining difference could be due to
and KH to zhis source.
2.7.4.
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difference in the way the signal is perceiv. d, Cuing producing a
It should be noted
better opportunity to hear the signal than KR.
delay of 21 seconds
average
an
condition
interval
the
fixed
under
that
but not
learning,
inferior
produce
in the reception of KR does
dramatically so.
2.7.5.

Vigilance Decrement

In the vigilance experiment we have the somewhat unusual finding
Just why this should
of no decrement over a half hour watch period.
It might be due to the preceding 25 minutes of
be is unclear.
Yet a 5 minute rest period, usually found
testing and training.
long enough to eliminate decrement, was put in with precisely this
A further possibility is the relatively low
contingency in mind.
level of detections (1-ss than 50% on average) even after training.
2.7.6.

Differential Effects on Vigilance

The finding of no decrement in either group does not permit us
to draw conclusions about differences between cuing and KR under
Thus although neither group
conditions where decrement might occur.
showed a decrement, under other conditions, for instance a higher
initial detection rate or an even longer watch period a differential
However, this possibility is somewhat
decrement might be found.
between the two conditions on
similarity
reduced by the striking
The curves for detection and false positives run
all counts.
virtually parallel through the 30 minutes and the slight evidence
for changes in confidence are precisely the same for the two groups.
Even the general differentiating pattern of detections and false
positives for the two groups remains unchanged throughout the watch.
Thus far then, we have failed to confirm the suggestion that KT might
At the same time we have not found
lead to a greater decrement.
confirmation of an alternative hypothesis which could be argued from
Broadbent and Grego2-r's results since there is no evidence that
confidence levels change systematically with time on watch.
As a final cornlent it might be argued that although this task
represents in , simplified form some aspect of sonar watch-keeping
other aspects could be differently affected by the training variables
Such generalisations as it is possible to make
chosen for study.
about cuing and KR for this task may not apply to others, e.g. ýhe
classification of complex signals.
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3.

3. 1.

A STFUDY OF DISCRIMINATION TRAINING *

Introduction

The sonar man must learn to discriminate and identify a very
On anecdotal evidence very high levels
wide range of complex sounds.
With
of skill can be attained but only after considerable practice.
material of such complexity and in the absence of any standard scale
of performance one cannot be sure just what aspect of performance
improves or to what extent, nor what kird of training would be most
Training could result in a wider repertoire of identifiable
beneficial.
sounds, in finer discrimination between like sounds, greator use of
circumstantial evidence in making decisions, in greater confi,.ence,
in greater proficiency in handling the equipment or in any combination
of these and possibly other factors. In short, just what and how
the sonar man learns is a complex problem.
One possible approach is to examine the kinds of discrimination
which would appear to be necessary and, taking them at first individually,
to test the effects of various kinds of practice and training. Gavin,
Parker and Mackie (1959) in a report on "Trainable Factors in Sonar
Operator Performance" have identified a number of "aural requirements"
These include discriminations
for various sonar operator functions.
of relative loudness, duration and pitch in addition to more complex
patterns.
These authors stress that such discriminations are invariably
The present investigation is the first of a series
masked by noise.
studying the trainability of discriminations relevant to sonar under
The experiment described here concerns the judgment
noisy conditions.
of the relative intensity of sounds barely audible through masking noise.
Given the complex nature of the sonar man t s task, this approach
is open to the criticism that the learning of complex discriminations
may not be deducible from the learning of simpler elements of the complex
whole.
This may very well be the case but the present experiments
will provide a much needed base line from which to work on complex
discrimination where the simpler elements are combined.
Indeed we begin these experiments with no great hope that the
simpler discriminations are very susceptible to practice and the likelihood that sonar proficiency is due to higher level skills than these
The reader is referred to the literature review
simple discriminations.
in Section 1 of this report.
The aim of this investigation is to find out if intensity discrimIt should, however, be clear from the outset that
ination is trainable.
Fa satisfactory answer can only be obtained if all reasonable training
methods are employed and even then a possible successful training method
•

This study was conducted with the assistance of J. Bloomfield,
D. Marcer, 3. Partington and V. Stanic; the help of Kingston
High School in providing subjects is gratefully acknowledged.
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could be overlonopd rinrl a negative answer cannot be considered as
final, but only as an inditntion of the probability of finding a
suitable method.
T'rini investigation goes farther than most in
comparing techniqlies with an unaided practice control.
KR in mainy training' tasks is known to be profitable and yet in
some studies it has turnod out less effective than cuing, (c.f. Swets
et al 1962, 1964, Annett and Clarkson 1964).
These techniques are
therefore included.
Tn addition there is the possibility of varying
signal/noise ratios for training purposes.
Some sonar training is
given on simulated sounds which are less noisy than the standard seagoing recordings.
Cuing and noise reduction have in common the feature
of reducing the difficulty of discrimination during training yet on the
whole reduced noise tapes have been found less effective in transfer to
the standard task, (Mackie ar. Harabedian 1964).
Annett (1959) found
comparable reduction in difficulty produced by cuing and reduced noise
did not show comparable transfer to the standard task, c riing proving
superior.
In the first experiment these three conditions and the
control are comparable in a simple pre-test/training/post-test design.
3.2.

Apparatus and Conditions

Pairs of signals were presented against a background of continuous
white noise at 50 db.
Signal frequency remained constant at 1,000
c.p.s. and each signal lasted 1 second the pair being separated by a
½ second.
Si, the standard, was at 40 db. while S2, the variable
was of equal, greater or less intensity, three values of greater amd
three of lesser being used, t .4 db, t 1 db, t 3 db.
Signals and noise were recorded on a Tandberg four-track recorder
and played to subjects via padded Akai headsets, the output being
monitored on a Marconi sensitive valve voltmeter.
Signal pairs were presented at regular 13 second intervals in
sets of 48, a complete session consisting of four such sets separated
by short rest intervals.
"More," "Same" and "Less" signals were
given in the proportions 5:2:", the order being randomised over two
adjacent sets or 96 pairs of signals.
Each pair of signals was introduced by a voice announcing "Item
number - " followed 2-;seconds later by S1, in turn followed after

1

second by S2There followed a 9 second gap for subjects to record
their responses before the voice announced the next item.
Three tapes were made with white roise recorded on the second
track.
The output of both tracks wa. nixed into both ears through
Lour padded headsets so that four subjects could be tested or trained
simultaneously.
Each subject had his own listenizig booth which, together
with the padded headset, was adequate to exclude extraneous sounds.
Subjects recorded their responses on numbered slips of paper as either

"More," Less" or "Same."
,

The conditions so far described were used for pre and post-tests
and as the training condition for a control group.
Variations were
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or thp three further training conditions.
Under Know]edg- ,i
r'jlts a voicp nr:iounced "Mro," "Less" or "Same"
seven seconrlh ai !cr tLe termination of S2 and two neconds before the
announcement of H- -inxt item.
,ider the Cuin condition 2½-seconds
after the annou1nc'i ,nt of the item number a voice announced "More,"
"Same" or "Less" nnd FI followed two seconds later.
7 seconds elapsed
following S2 before the next item number was announced.
Under the
Reduced Noi, e trainiinv condition the masking noise was attenuated to
a very low level but subjects practised as under test and control
conditions w-Lthout benefit of additional information.

introduced intn

For all groups the training schedule consisted of an hour-long
session on each of five consecutive days, subjects attending at the
same hour Each day throughout the period.
The signal pairs were
presented in four batches of 48 with a short pause for rest between
batches.
On day I the first 96 pairs constituted the pre-test under
the standard test condition.
The second half of the session (96 pairs)
was conducted under one of the four training conditions as were the
whole of days 2, 3 and 4 and the first half of day 5. The final
96 pairs on Day 5 constituted the post-test.
Subjects were recruited fro::- 7 - 18 year old pupils of both
sexes at Kingston High School, Kingston upon Hull, in the free period
following their summer examinations.
All were briefly screened for
hearing loss, using a Peters audiometer.
Three showing losses of
greater than 5 d.b. were rejected as a result of the test but two
returned after having their ears syringed and passed the test. During
the experiment three subjects failed to report for one or more of the
practice sessions.
The final groups comprised Control, N = 7, Cuing,
N = 8 and Knowledge of Results, N = 6 and Reduced Noise, N = 7.

3-3.

Results

The effectiveness of the four kinds of training can be simply
described in terms of a single measure of efficiency, total number of
On inspection
correct responses out of 96 in the pre/test and post/test.
Table 11 shows the biggest iinprovement due to KR, much smaller improvements for control and reduced noise arn a small net loss for cuing.
Analysis of variance, Tat - 12(a), shows pre-test differences between
groups to be insignificant while on the post-test, Table 12(b) training
groups differ significantly at the p <.01 level.
Both pre-test and
post-test were composed of two sets of 48 judgments.
The first and
second halves of the pre-test do not differ significantly but it was
noted that most of the improvement in the KR group occurred in the second
half of the post-test.
Table 12(c) shows that the post-test differences
are confined to the second half.
Comparison of pre-test post-test gains
reveals no significant differences except in the case of 1K where the
second half of the post-test is significantly better than the full pretest score at the p< .001 level.
W1hy the training effect should show
only in the second half of the post-test is obscure, since the effect
of KR is

expected to be greatest immediately after training.

There
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is the possibility of a warm-up effect due to the transfer from
training to testing conditions.
All groups except control show
lower post-test (first half) scores than were obtained either in the
second half of the post-test or in the second half of the pre-test.
However, since these differences are not significant no firm conclusion
can be reached other than that KR is the only group showing a definite
training effect.
In terms of a single index of efficienc.[ only KR shows an improvement.
The distribution of responses between the three response
categories throws some light on the changes underlying this improvement.
Table 13 shows the distribution of "Less," "Same" and "More" responses
before and after practice, the actual distribution of signals being
shown above in brackets.
The main features of this table are that,
as might be expected, most responses tend to be placed in the "Same"
category but also that the "More" category is used least. After
training the distribution for KR has moved in the direction of the
actual distribution of signals, "Same" responses being reduced and
"More" responses increased.
On the other hand Cuing has moved even
further from the correct distribution assigning fewer responses to
both the "Less" and "More" categories and unlike any other group
increasing the proportion of "Same" responses.
The group data in
table 13 is supported by the individual subjects' patterns of change
which are shown in Table 16.
The left hand column of table 16 shows
the patterns of increase or decrease in the number of responses in tne
three categories from pre-test to post-test.
The patterns at t, °op
of the colurmu show an increase in the number of responses in the ,r ile
category with a decrtase in one or both of the extreme categories,
while those at the bottom of the column show a deci.ease in the use of
the middle category and an increase in one or both of the extremes.
The most marked change towards the middle category ( - + - ) is

at the

top of the column and the most marked shift towards the extremes ( + - + )
is at the bottom, other patterns being arranged in order of similarity
to these.
The patterns for individual subjects show that the Cuing
group is clustered at the top half of the range, that is they tend to
conform to the pattern ( - + - ).
The KR group shows the opposite
tendency, that is they are clustered at the bottom of the range where
patterns indicate a shift towards greater use of extreme categories.
The Reduced Noise and Control groups are scattered over the range su
that they cannot be said to conform to any particular pattern.
These systematic changes in response distribution are consistent
with a signal detection theory explanation in which Cuing tends to
produce cautious behavioar and KR tends to produce more risky behaviour.
Assuming that the "Same" category includes many of the doubtful responses
and that after training these are re-allocated to the extreme categories,
we should get a higher proportion of correct responses in the "Same"
category.
This ,ppears to be happening in the case of KR as shovm
n tables 14 and 15.
In table 14 there is a fairly big increase in
the proportion of "Sane" responses which are correct even though table 15
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shows a small rr prn-,p

'tAion of ":.Iamo" signal:: wer, -orrectly identified.
At theý namp t im
k .'- rrn-allonati n, of respcnm- - i not random since
for KP hi.,h er prcrr)rtions of "Less" and "More" re-, nnses were correct
(table 14) ind highor proportions- cif "Less" 3nd "..inre" signals were
clearly identifi ed.
[n C,.uing on the other hand .I though the increased
number of "Same" responses results in a higher proportion of "Same"
signals correctly identified the proportions for "Less" and "More"
decrease (table 15).
The possibility that the KR group were simply matching tr..r
response distribution to the known signal distribution is worth
considering since KR does provide this information.
However, this
is also true of the Cuing group which changes its response distribution
in the wrong direction.
Rurthermore, as we have shown above the
re-allocation of responses is not random.
After training with KR
subjects are more likely to allocate "More" signals to the "More"
category and "Less" signals to the "Less" category, as would be
expected on the signal detection theory of threshold.
It seems
unlikely therefore that subjects in the KR groups were reducing the
number of "Same" responses simply to get a better match with the
known frequencies of signals in the three categories, and one may
reasonabl conclude that a change in the level of acceptance of
signals in the "Less" and "More" categories has occurred.
Tables
13, 14, 15 and 16 can be interpreted as sho-iing the following changes
underlying the overall improvement in the KR group.
(1) All groups tend to under-estimate the frequency of signals in
the "More" category.
(2)
All groups tend to over-estiirvate the frequency of signals in
the "Same" category.
(3) As a result of training KR moves towards the appropriate
distribution of responses while Cuing moves in the opposite direction.
(4) These changes are consistent with a signal detection theory
interpretation that under KR subjects become less cautious resulting
in a higher proportion of "Less" and "More" signals correctly assigned.
By contrast under Cuing subjects become more cautious and tend to use

the "Same" category more frequently.
(5) The remaining two groups continue to under-estimate the number
of signals in the "More" category and show no consistent change as a
result of practice.
3- 4.

Summary and Conclusions

This experiment has been successful in demonstrating that one
of the discriminations believed to be relevant to sonar performance
is trainable.
With four hours of practice distributed over five
days Knowledge of Results gives a highly significant improvement. In
contrast to some other results Cuing seems to be ineffective in terms
One might speculate that in this case continuous
of gross efficiency.
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cuing beccones boring an'
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interspersed with testing might be considerably more effective.
effect by
Reducing the noise background seems to have very little
with IM
itself but again one might speculate that in conjunction
the teol-.nique could be Af value.
and
A qualitative ana:.ysis of the response distribution before
systematic
after training indicates that while there are no obvious
groups, Cuing
effects of training in either Reduced Noise or Control
and the
cautious
and KR exhibit oppositc trends, the former becoming
This finding is of particuiar interest
latter becomirZ less cE.utious.
(1964) repeated
in view of the previous3 finding by A-nett and Clarkson
in a
by Annett and Paterson in Part 2 o2 the present Report.
XB to
and
detection task Cuing also appeared to increase caution
two
This may, therefore, be a general feature of these
reduce it.
they both
techniques, all the more interesting because theoretically
information
of
amount
provide the subjects with the same kind and
In the detection task caution could have a certain
about the task.
false positives. In the
merit depending on what weighting is chosen for
however, caution
method of scoring the present discrimination task,
The
performance.
results in, if anything, a poorer post-training
in
that
from
lack of improvement is however qualitatively different a sys tenatic
s ggest
the remaining two groups in so far as the data 4
change as a result of practice.
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APPENDIX A
This appendix contains the sixteen tables referred to in the text.
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Table 2 (a)
Analysis of Variafrce of Pre-test Scores, 5'j
Source

df.

S.o.S.

I-,.S.

2

703.00

351.5

32

12625.96

34

13328.96

F

p

Between
groups

• 1.

Within

groups
Total

394.56

Table 2 (b)
Analysis of Variance of Post-test Scores,5/ C
Source

df

S.o.S.

lo.S.

F

Between
groups

2

1212.46

606.23

2.21

Within
groups

32

8780.16

274.38

Total

34

9992.62

p

N.Sig.

I
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Table 2 (c)
Analysis of-Variance of Pre-test Scores, % E
Source

df.

S.o.S.

groups

2

Within
groups
Total

M.S.

F

1594.54

797.27

1.74

32

14634.54

457.329

34

16229.08

p

Between
N.Sig

Table 2 (a)
Analysis of Variance of Post-test Scores,
Source

df.

S.o.S.

1

F
1.5

2

1146.09

573-05

32

12027.74

375.87

Total

34

13173.83
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M.S.

Between
groups
Within
groups

A.

%E
p
N.Sig
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Table 3
Distribution of "Yes" Responses

on 3 Confidence Catefories

pre and post-test

CUING

No

Average Number
of Responses

"Sure"

"FT.Sure"

"Unsure"

Pre

43.44;

34.16%

22.39/

I;

30.50

"1I
Post

46.93'

21.16%

31.91w

II

27.17

Pre

45.58%

29.50%

24.93/0

Post

42.47%

19.24f

38.200

.86

Pre

34.05%

40.06%

25.8 9
9%

19.47

33.33%

41.67%

25.oWC

18.00

Signal Post

20.34

5
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Table 4(,-0
Correct Detections for Cuin., and Knoiledge
of Resuil- under Free Response and ?ixed
Interval Aes one Conditions Pre and jPost-teA.t

w

F .I1•

C

IKR

Pre

36.30

53.40

Postg

55.19

66.37

Pre

36.(n6

30.41

Post

49.27

50.50

F.R.

Table 4

'1)

K

C
Pre

44.5

52.14

Post

34.41

36.47

i're

42.36

29.38

Post

50.23

40.96

P.R.
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Table 5 (a)
Analy•is of Variance of Cuing and KH runder Free
Response and Fixed Interval Conditions

%C Pre-test
Source

dU.

S.o.S.

M.S.

F.

p

1.863

N. Sig.

Between
groups

3

3274.96

1091.65

Within
groups

42

24604.57

585.82

Total

45

27879.54

Table 5 (b)
%C Post-test
Source

d.f.

S.o.S.

M.S.

F.

Between
groups

3

1981.09

660.36

1.559

Within
groups

42

17789.40

423.56

Total

45

19770.49

61

p
N. Sig.
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Table 5 (c)
• E Pre-test

Source
Between
groups

d.f.

S.o.S.O.S.

F

3

1836.28

612.09

42

14645.77

343.71

45

16432.05

p

1.Sig.

Within
groups

Total

Tvable 5 (d)

ýo E Post-test
Source

d.f.

S.o.S.

F

p

I
1

M.Sig.

Between
groups

3

793.30

264.4

Within
groumps

42

16159.20

304.7

Total

45

16952•50
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Table 6(a)
Analysis of Variance of Pre-test to

±Lost-test Gains

d.f.

S.o.S.

1V.S.

F

Between
groups
Within

3

569.53

189.84

I

groups

42

20205.02

481.07

45

20774.55

Source

Total

p
N
N.Sig.

Table 6(b)

d.f.

S.o.S.

M.S.

Between
Cuing and
KR

1

4197.73

4197.73

9.745

Between
FR a..d FI

1

148.80

148.80

< I

1

131.54

131.54

1

42

18091.93

430.76

45

22570.00

Source

Total

I

F

p

- .01

63
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Table Z(a)
Pre-to Post-test Gains

Gain

74

p

t

Cuing FR

12.40

2.102

e

KR FR

20.90

3.24

(.005

Cuing FI

18.88

2.21

-.05 (one tailed)

12.97

2.59

-.05

KR

FI

.05

Table 7(b)
oE
Cuing FR
IM

FR

Uuinjý FI

KR

FI

t

Gain

p

12.13

1.68

N.S.

+ 11.08

2.46

e, .025

- 10.13

1.23

N.S.

-

+

c .1

4.33

.6

64

I..S.

(one tailed)

(one tailed)
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Table 8 (a)
C for Cuin:: and IM
Pretest

1

2

3

4

5

6

Cuing

37.14

21.r5

2(;.73

30.99

2-3.76

19.57

23.13

I

37.33

41j.A3

37.82

34.35

37.71

23.54

36t5.3

3
3

4

5

6

Table 8(b)
Lean o E for Cuin, and IM
Pretest

1

Cuin•;

39.94

51.67

29.33

26.13

27.70

50.62

45-19

ER

51.03

58.24

52.13

44.41

35.03

62.51

43-.c5

65
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'Table 9(a)
laialysis o:'r
Variance by 5 Linute Periods

Source

d.f.

S.o.S.

Trials

5

1107.22

291.44

Subjects

9

t,022.94

735.,8

Interaction

45

t01C.63

094,2"

Total

59

117146.79

1.

p

2.43

Table 9(b)
C
C ICR

j

Source

d.f.

s.o.S.

Trials

5

1340.26

26.,.05

Subjects

9

23050.11

2561.12

interaction

45

4t98.5C

Total

59

292a3.66

66

.S.p

-0' .35-

2.46

i.Si:.
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9(c)
T~abl.e
Table

9(c)

% E Cuing

Analysis of Variance by 5 Minute Periods

M.S.

F.

7189.07

1437.81

3.46

9

5248.28

583.14

Interaction

45

18715.72

415.90

Total

59

31153.07

Source

d.f.

Trials

5

Subjects

S.o.S.

p
4.025

Table 9(d)

%EKR

S.o.S.

MOS.

Source

d.f.

Trials

5

5221.41

1044.28

Subjects

9

9579.67

1064.41

Interaction!

45

19731.47

438.48

Total

59

34532 .55

67

F.

2.38

p

N.S.
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Table 10
Respo
S•

-Le-s-

Thee Cater~orieg*

Cuin"Sure"

"Fair

Sueuare

lea'

"Unsure"

Sf'~~C~S

Pre-test

57.23

sureN
30.66

ist 10
•inutes

A7.2"

27.56

25 .0:2,

Last I0C
minu i,es

32.'0

35.53

52

Fairly,

Unsure

R

I

Sure"
Pre-test

39.31

Ist 10j
rdinutes

4,'•5

Last 10
ninutes

37-i9

sure

"..!2

i.

no* of
,ons ",-,

27.4,

:_

34i.?

46.3

25.6

.•...-'

15.25

68
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-

-
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-

-

-•-----•-
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T¶',le 11

Mean Number of Correct Responses
on Pre-test and Post-test

Control

96

Reduced
Noise

Pre-test

36.57

41.25

Post-test

40.14

j43-.00

K. of R.

Cuing

Max.
Score

38.83

40,88

96

49.5

39.25

96

69

I

t44
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Table 12
Z-1

(a)

Analysis of Variance of Pre-tesit Scores
Source
Between
Groups

* Within

Groups

Toei_

(b)

S.o.S.

M.S.

3

60.70

20.23

52

758.14

14.58

55

818.84

F
1.39

p
N.S.

Analysis of Variance of Post-test Scores
Source
Between
Groups

*

df.

df.

M.S.

S.o.S.

3

221.85

73.95

52

686.14

13.195

55

907.99

F

p

5.60

< .01

Within

Groups
Total

1

(c) Supplementary Analz:sis, 1st and 2nd halves of the Posb-test
Source

df.

S.o.S.

M.S.

F.

p

Between

Groups
(Ist half)

3

70.2

23.40

1.81

Between
Groups
(2nd half)

3

168.2

56.07

4.34

96

1241.4

12.93

Within
Groups
*

iL.

< .01

Note: Pre and Post-tests were both divided into two halves
hence N = 28 x 2 m 56

70
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Table 13
Responses in

"Less",

"Same" and "More

Categories, Pre-and Post-test

S

L

M

Dis tribution

(37-5)

of Signals

(25.0)

(37.5)

Reduced

Pre

32.69

44.79

23.53

Noise

Post

34.90

42.58

22.53

Knowledge

Pre

28.99

46.70

24.30

of Results

Post

32.29

28.47

38.92

Cuing

Pre

38.94

35.03

25.92

Post 1

31.51

44.01

24.48

23.66

59.82

16.52

37.80....

48.22

13.99

Control

Pre
Post

j
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Table 14

Gb

Correct Responses in "Less",

"Same" and "M-ore"

Categories, Pre-and Post-test

L

S

m

Reduced

Pre

56.18

26.74

56.08

Noise

Post

57.85

28.45

55.48_

Knowledge

Pre

55.90

25.65

52.85_

of Results

Post

59.13

37.21

55.75

Cuing

Pre

51.50

26.76

50.76

Post

55.80

27.81

45.23

57.86
55.11

26.12
26.85

53.15
57.41

Control

Pre
Post

j

j

72
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Table 15

,;ipnals Correctly Assi~med to
"L, zs",

"Same" and "More" Categories

Pre-and Post-test

L

S

M

48.97

47.92

33.69

53.83

48.46

33-33

Reduced

Pre

Noise

Post

Knowledge

Pre

41.67

47-92

34.25

of Results

Post

50.92

42.38

58.33

Cuing

Pre

37.50

35.08

Post

53.47
46 . 8 9

48.96

29.53

Pre

36.50

62.50

23.42

Control

Post

L

55.56

73

51.79

21.42
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Table 16
Patterns of Pre-test to Post-test
Change of Response Distribution
Pattern

Cuing

LsM

0++
+

+

KR

I.I Reduced Noise

Control

+

++ -

*

0+-

*

+ 0-

*

+-

0 = No Change
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